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- Adding fullness at the top and bottom edges of
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- Converting darts to partial yoke design.
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-Classification of sleeves
-Making Patterns for different types of sleeves.
-Introduction
-Types of Skirts
-Introduction
-Underlining.
-Interlining
-Interfacing
-Lining for skirt, coats and jackets.
-Introduction
-Designing collars (Creating variety in collar
designs)
-Factors to be considered in designing collar
styles.
-Classification of collars
-Preparing patterns for different types of collars
-Introduction
-Selection of fabric to suit the Person.
-Selection of fabric to suit Dress style.
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* Sheer
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*Crepe
*Velvet and Corduroy
*Wool
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION PRACTICALS - STD XII
MARKS – 100
NO OF UNITS – 4
UNIT TOPIC
CONTENTS/FEATURES
Basic Adult Bodice -Nighty
1)
block/Sleeve
-House coat / Bath Robe
(Note: ¼ scale diagrams to be done on the
journals for all the apparels)
Skirts
-Narrow
2)
-A-line
-Gore skirt
Ladies top
-Ladies top
(Note: ¼ scale diagrams to be done on the
journals for all the apparels)
Ethnic wear
-Churidar and kurta with collar
3)
- Salwar and kameez
(Note: ¼ scale diagrams to be done on
the journals for all the apparels)
Saree Blouse
-Plain Saree Blouse
4)
(Note: ¼ scale diagrams to be done on the
journals for all the apparels)

MARKS
25

25

25

25

Note: *Try to use different sleeve patterns for different Garments.
 ¼ scale diagrams to be done on the journal for the apparel.
Units 1 and 2 have to be completed in the first term.
Units 3 and 4 have to be completed in the second term.
Marks to be given as per the Checklist and Performa (continuous evaluation).
All the garments have to be done individually by each student during school
hours.
A record of the practical marks obtained by each student should be maintained.
This record should be presented to the auditor/examiner at the time of the
audit/inspection.
Maintain a journal/ file for the practical which should be continued from Std.XI.
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Unit 1 sub unit i
Paper Patterns and Information on Paper
Patterns
•Introduction
• Definition of paper pattern
• Preparation of paper patterns
• Importance/ Advantages of paper patterns
• Types of paper patterns
• Merits and demerits of commercial paper patterns
• Selection of commercial paper patterns
• Development of commercial patterns
• Advantages of personal paper patterns
• Pattern making tools
• Workroom terms and definitions
• Principles of making paper patterns
• Information on paper patterns
Introduction
A good paper pattern is just as important to the successful fashioning of garments as the
plan drawn by a competent architect is to the building of a house.
It is easy to cut each part of the garment on the fabric with the help of paper pattern of
each part of the garment. These parts of paper are called paper patterns. Fabric is cut after
correct checking of paper patterns. Paper pattern is made and cut with the same
measurements and style which is required by the design of the garment and so they are called
the copy of the garment. If there are any defects in the paper pattern, they automatically get
transferred to the garment and therefore accuracy in paper patterns is essential.
Tissue paper commercial patterns in many sizes are sold by most stores. These are constantly
changing in design which keeps pace with fashion trends and the seasons. Several firms, each
using their own techniques make these patterns which are divided into two main types-the
printed pattern and perforated pattern.
Printed pattern-This type has the cutting line, fitting lines
and all the necessary instructions printed on the patterns.

Perforated patterns-Small holes are punched in to mark all the important
points of a ready cut pattern.
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Definition:A full sized draft cut on paper on the basis of given body measurements and design is called a
paper pattern.
Preparation of paper patterns:A basis pattern can be prepared by one of two methods:
1) By drafting.
2) By draping fabric on a model or on a person concerned.
Drafting may be defined as a system of drawing patterns on paper with mechanical
precision, on the basis of body measurements. This is an effective and economical method
which can be learned easily unlike draping which requires a model, a lot of fabric and
considerable skill. The basic pattern may be modified to develop patterns for varied styles by
a technique called ‘Flat Pattern Designing’. This is also sometimes classified as a third
method for preparing patterns. The basic pattern is also referred to as sloper block, master or
foundation pattern. It consists of five pattern pieces:-Bodice Front, Bodice Back, Skirt Front,
Skirt Back & the Sleeve. The basic pattern should have only a minimum number of darts and
seams & it should fit the body comfortably without being tight or loose.

IMPORTANCE/ADVANTAGES OF PAPER PATTERNS:Paper pattern is called as ‘Dress Maker’s Friend’. Designers & learners both use them for
easy & perfect cut on fabric.
1) To avoid mistakes: - Learners don’t have the confidence at the beginning & so the
possibilities of making mistakes are more at the primary stage.
2) To attain similarity in garment: - When many garments of same measurements &
fashion are to be produced, paper patterns are used to attain the similarity.
3) For large production of dress: - In garment industries, production is done on large
scale, so to save time, patterns have been always useful.
4) For estimation of fabric for the garment: - Before making the garment, it is
essential to have the estimation of fabric required to produce it & so its cost therefore
paper patterns are used.
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5) For fashion: - Paper patterns are useful for bringing out fashionable garments. Paper
patterns are used for evolution of designer wear by changing direction of some parts
or by altering length & width of parts.
6) For future use: - For some permanent clients, it is useful to have paper patterns
transferred on thick paper to re-use the pattern in future.
7) Saves material: - When material is cut with the help of patterns, it is consumed fully
without wastage. All parts of the garment are laid out in such a way, that best garment can
be cut in least material. OR. Use of a paper pattern will enable you to cut the garment
with a minimum amount of fabric because it is possible for you to try out the placement
of pattern pieces in different ways till you have found the most economical way to keep
them.
8) Easy to alter: - Paper patterns are used to remove the defects of any garment by doing
alterations in them.
9) Saves time: - Cutting with the help of a paper pattern makes the work quicker & easier
than drafting straight away on the fabric.
10) To obtain good fit: - A good pattern of the right size which has been adjusted to suit
our individual requirements will enable you to obtain a good fit.
11) To create new designs: - By manipulating the basic patter pieces it is possible to
produce patterns for complicated & original designs. For example, the basic sleeve can be
adapted to create a puff sleeve or bell sleeve etc.
12) To create new sizes:- A paper pattern of a particular size can be used to make new
patterns of proportionately larger or smaller sizes by following a systematic procedure
called ‘Grading’.
TYPES OF PAPER PATTERNS:For understanding patternBlock
pattern

Pattern

Pattern

Personal
pattern

Original
pattern

Master
pattern

Standard
pattern

Final
pattern

Working
pattern

Depending on the design of the pattern, paper patterns are divided into;
1) Original Pattern.
2) Final Pattern.
1) Original Pattern: - These types of patterns are made on the basis of human
measurements. There are no specifications given for any particular garment. Required
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alterations are decided with the help of this pattern like change in length, looseness,
seam allowance, inturns, placket openings etc. of the garment.
Original patterns are made for the following parts of the body:1) For Upper Torso:2)For Lower Torso: a)Front bodice block
a) Front Skirt
b)Back bodice block
b) Back Skirt
c)Sleeve
c) Front Trouser
d) Back Trouser
2) Final Pattern: - The material is cut with the help of final pattern. Seam
allowance, in turns etc. are kept in this pattern. This pattern is made with the help of
basic pattern (original pattern). It is the adapted pattern for a particular garment.
In garment industries, where large production for any type of garment is done, final
patterns are used for estimation of fabric.
Basic Block is known as Sloper, Master or Foundation pattern. Other commercial pattern
includes:
1) Trade Pattern (made for large production of any fashionable garment.)
2) Master Pattern (is the final pattern used for production. It is never used for cutting
garments.)
3) Working Pattern(copy of the master pattern used for cutting garments)
On the basis of measurements/garment making paper patterns are classified into 2
types:1) Personal paper pattern.
2) Standard/Commercial paper pattern.
1) Personal Paper Pattern: - This pattern
is drafted for a particular person with
his/her required personal measurements.
Since drafting is done based on personal
measurements, the garment will fit better
especially if the measurements don’t have
the same proportions as the standard size.
2) Standard/Commercial Pattern: They are prepared on the basis of standard
measurements or average measurements are
taken of many people & the pattern is prepared.
Readymade dresses available in the market
today are made on the basis of standard
measurements. They are usually prepared on
tissue paper. Since tissue paper is not bulky, it
allows many pieces of the pattern to be packed
compactly in an envelope. Patterns of
established companies are usually printed/
marketed clearly with straight grain lines, seam
lines, cutting lines, darts, centre lines & all the
necessary construction details.
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Good patterns are carefully labeled with the following information. The pattern size, name
of each pattern (back, front, sleeve etc.) number of pieces to cut from each pattern piece etc.
In addition some companies provide instruction sheets explaining the steps involved in
using the pattern, to cut out the garment, to transfer pattern markings/details & to construct
the garment.
MERITS OF COMMERCIAL PAPER PATTERNS:Reputed Companies standardize their patterns after doing a lot of research & trying out the fit
on models. If personal measurements have the same properties as for the standard size figure
it would be simpler to buy a commercial pattern than to draft one. So the commercial pattern
saves time & effort. It may even give a better fit than a personal pattern if one is
inexperienced.
DEMERITS OF COMMERCIAL PAPER PATTERNS:1) Commercial patterns are expensive.
2) Patterns for different types of garments are not readily available in India, & good
patterns are especially hard to get.
3) For people whose measurements don’t have the same proportions as the standard
figure, commercial patterns do not give good fit without some alterations. Pattern
alteration processes are rather complicated & may prove more laborious in practice
than drafting a pattern based on one’s own measurements.
4) Commercial patterns are made on thin papers & a pattern can rarely be used more
than once, unless copied on the thick paper for further use.
ADVANTAGES /MERIT OF PERSONAL PAPER PATTERNS:1) It is most economical and not too laborious once the principles of drafting is understood.
2) Since drafting of pattern is done based on the personal measurements, the garment will
fit better especially if personal measurements don’t have the same proportions as the standard
size.
3) Making a personal pattern gives satisfaction and the freedom to create one’s own designs.
PATTERNS MAKING TOOLS:-
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1)Stiletto or an awl-Pieces small holes to indicate back off
points of darts, trim details, button hole placement and
pocket locations on patterns.

2) Pencils-2H pencils are used for drawing and 4H pencils are used
for pattern work.

3) French curve-Used for curving shapes of
armholes and necklines. /Used for special shapes
and curves.

4) Notcher-Cuts ¼ x 1/16 inch notch from a paper pattern. Notches in a
paper pattern indicate seam allowances, centerlines, ease and dart intake.

5) Tracing wheel-Used for transferring patterns on muslin.
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6) Flex general ruler- Is a very accurate, flexible metal ruler used for measuring
curves and straight lines.

7) Vary form curve-used for blending and
shaping armholes and necklines.

8) Curve ruler-Used for giving shape to hip, hem, elbows and
lapels.
9) Tailor’s chalk – Is used for marking on fabrics.

10) Long ruler – Used for marking straight lines 35ʺto 45ʺ long.

11) Tailor’s square – It is a 24 x 14 inch metal or wooden ruler
with two arms and scale on the back side. It measures, rules
and squares. It is used to find 45 degree angle, mark outside
and inside corners and to extend lines.
12) Circle templates – Used for
drawing circles which represents buttonhole placements on
patterns.

SOME IMPORTANT WORKROOM TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
1) Pattern drafting: - A system of pattern making that depends on a series of form or figure
measurements to complete the paper pattern.
2) Pattern draping: - A two-dimensional piece of fabric draped around a form or figure
confirming to its shape creating a three dimensional fabric pattern
3) Basic pattern set: - A 5 piece pattern set consisting of a front and back bodice, front and
back skirt and a long sleeve which represents the dimensions of a specific form or figure.
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4) Trueing: - The blending and straightening of pencil lines, cross marks and dot marks for
the purpose of establishing correct seam lengths.
5) Blend: - A process of smoothing. Shaping and rounding of angular lines along a seam for a
smooth transition from one point to the next and for equalizing the discrepancies of joining
lines and marks made on the pattern or muslin.
6) Dart: - A wedge-shape cutout in a pattern used as a means of controlling the fit of the
garment
7) Dart legs: - Two lines forming and open space at the
pattern’s outline that converge at a pre-determined point on
the pattern.
8) Dart intake: - The amount of space confined between dart
legs to control the fit of the garment.
9) Bust point: - A designated place on the bust and pattern.
10) Dart point: - End point of the dart.
11) Ease: - The measurement added to the pattern’s outline for comfort and freedom of
movement. It is the even distribution of fullness without forming gathers.
12) Balancing a pattern: - Finding and adjusting the difference between adjoining pattern
parts to improve the hang of the garment.
13) Pattern grading: - Proportionately increasing and decreasing the size and shape of an
original pattern within the given size range. This is done in length, circumference and width.
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PRINCIPLES OF MAKING PAPER PATTERNS
Following principles should be followed for making perfect patterns1) Always use good paper for making a patter. For general pattern brown paper can be
used, but for making master pattern or basic block use cardboard or plastic fiber
2) Cut the shape of the dress on the rough side of the paper.
3) If brown paper is used, cut the shape in the direction of lines on paper.
4) Draw the shape leaving small space from the edge of the paper.
5) Always use correct tools. For examples for curves use a French curve and for side
shape use curve stick.
6) Make required measurement and proportion chart before cutting the shape
7) Make a list of all parts of the garment.
8) Always cut big parts of the dress before the smaller parts.
9) If the garment is identical on both sides of the center, then make pattern for the half
side.
10) Always write total number of parts and important measurements on the major part of
the pattern.

INFORMATION ON PAPER PATTERNS
When assembling the different parts of a garment look out for the balance marks, such as
notches on the patterns and replace them by chalk marks or tacked lines on the fabric. It is
very important that these balance marks match exactly/properly, particularly when there is
fullness on one edge only.
Now a days all commercial paper patterns have got printed information on the pieces, such as
the seam allowance, centre front, centre back, placement of buttons etc., which makes them
easy to use.
Here are some of the pattern markings you will find on printed patterns and will want to be
familiar with.
Margins:All patterns have an extra margin that extends beyond the actual cutting line of the pattern.
This is a safety margin to ensure that you always get the correct size. After the patterns are
printed, they are piled up and each piled patterns are cut. If the patterns were trimmed along
the actual cutting line, you could never be sure of an accurate size as there is a natural
shifting of the thin paper, no matter how carefully it is cut. A part of the pattern can get cut
from the actual pattern. By cutting well outside the actual cutting line, the cutters leave a
margin of safety on the pattern.
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Cutting line:It is not necessary to cut the margin before you place the
pattern pieces on the fabric. When you place your pattern
pieces on the fabric, fold in the margin so that you can mark
and cut easily on the cutting lines. Paper patterns can be also
placed by cutting out the margin or by placing along with the
margin and cutting on the cutting lines letting off the margin to
drop away.
If you need to alter the pattern, then do it with red pencil on the
same pattern piece. This saves time & also gives you a permanent record of adjustments
made.
Seam allowance line/seam line:The broken line inside the cutting line which is printed all around the pattern is the seam line.
This is the seam allowance line on which the joining of two pieces or a seam has to be
worked. There is a 5/8ʺ seam on most patterns unless a design detail calls for a wider or
narrower seam, in which case the pattern will be marked. Seam allowance varies with each
company.
The following information is general:¼ʺseam allowance is kept for
---All faced areas (neckline ,armhole, etc.)
---Narrow spacing
---Extreme curves
---Sleeveless armhole
/2ʺ seam allowance is kept for
---Side seams
---Armholes
---Waist lines
---Center lines
---Style lines
1

½-1½ ʺseam allowance for
---Side seams
---Plackets or zipper openings
---Seams (French, flat fell seam)
Slits:Slits are used to indicate placket or inside corners. A placket opening is identified by a long
notch which is 1/6ʺwide. The cross bar at the end indicate the end point of the placket and the
notch.
Fold Line:Some pattern pieces may show a lighter line or a single line on one side. Printed along this
line will be directions such as “Center front or back, place on fold,” or just “place on fold”.
This means that it is just half a piece and is to be cut all in one keeping back or front. Usually
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the piece is cut on the lengthwise fold of goods or parallel to the selvedge, unless the pattern
specifies otherwise.
Construction marks:Tucks, darts, pleats buttonholes, centre front or back lines, placement of pockets or trimming
details are all printed on pattern.

Notches and dots:The notches are markings along the seam line edge of the pattern. They are numbered to
help to correctly match and assemble the pattern pieces.
Notches are generally placed to indicate the following:
a. Seam allowances
b. Centre lines
c. Ease and gather control
d. Dart legs
e. Identify front (1 notch) and back (2
notches)
f. Identify joining parts (series of
notches at various location)
g. Zipper placement
h. Fold back (facings)
i. Hemline
j. Waist lines (seams)
k. Inward curves (to release tension)
l. Shoulder tip location for extended shoulders
Dot markings on a pattern indicate special point where a seam is matched to another to give
proper ease. For example, at the top of the sleeve there is a dot to indicate where it joins the
shoulder seam of the garment.
Dots are also called circles and they indicate the following;
• Dart intake
• Dart back off points
• Dart curves
• Corners
• Button holes/buttons
• Trimmings
• Pocket placement
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Grain line:Every pattern piece has an arrow or a heavy line to indicate the grain line. Place the arrow so
that it is on the straight thread of the fabric. It is important to follow the grain line because
many times it is used to give a special hang to a shirt or other part of a garment. The entire
style or hang of the garment can be spoiled if the grain line is ignored. Along this mark you
find printed “Cut on lengthwise of goods” the up and down grain, or parallel to the selvage. If
the piece can be cut on the crosswise as well without spoiling the style of the dress, the
pattern instructions will say “Cut on lengthwise or crosswise of goods.”
Collars, cuffs, yokes, pockets and other trimming details can usually be cut on either grain
unless the pattern instructs otherwise. This is especially true with striped fabrics, since the use
of the stripes on the cross grain can serve as a trimming on the garment.
On fabrics like satin or nap, a difference in shade occurs, if the pieces are cut on a different
grain. On fabrics such as these, cut all pieces on the same grain, regardless of pattern
instructions.

Questions:
1) Tools used for transferring pattern on muslin.
2) Where are Circle templates used?
3) Where are silts used?
4) Why are paper patterns important in garment construction?
List advantages of paper pattern.
5) Explain the following:
a) Margin
b) Grain line
c) Seam allowance line
6) Draw the following:
a) Draw any 6 pattern making tools.
b) Draw the basic pattern set.
c) Draw the 3 effects of Grain line on a garment.
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sub unit ii
PAPER PATTERNS – PRINCIPLES OF
DRAFTING AND PATTERN ALTERATION
 Principles for pattern drafting.
 Pattern grading
 Methods of identifying pattern alterations needed.
PRINCIPLES FOR PATTERN DRAFTING:
Drafting can be done on ordinary brown paper which should not however be
too thin. To obtain an accurate draft, use a sharp pencil and a ruler for drawing
straight lines. To get the corners at right angles, keep an L scale or set squares
ready. Before drafting, it is important to understand the procedures and
instructions clearly, and have practice in drawing a well-balanced pattern with
smooth curves and straight lines.
You must understand the following principles before starting to attempt
drafting:
1. Patterns must be made larger than body measurements to allow for
freedom of movement, ease of action and comfort in wearing.
Recommended ease allowance for various parts of the body are listed
below:
Bust 3” to 5” ( 3” for a tight fitting garment and 5” for loose fitting one),
Waist ¼ “ to ½ “, Hips 3” to 5”, Upper arm 3” to 4”, armhole depth 1”,
Bodice length nil, sleeve length nil, skirt length nil.
2. For symmetric designs where the right and left sides are alike, paper
pattern for half front and half back only need to be made. For the bodice,
start the drafting with the back part. For sleeves, full pattern must be
drafted.
3. It is better to draft the primary or basic pattern blocks – plain bodice,
plain skirt without seam allowances. When this is done, be sure to leave
seam allowances while laying out the pattern on the material at the time
of cutting. If you do not have much experience in cutting, and want to
avoid the risk of cutting without seam allowances, you may add seam
allowances to your paper pattern itself after completing the draft.
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4. The following construction details and information should be recorded
and marked clearly:
a) Name of each piece of pattern (bodice front, bodice back and sleeve
etc.)
b) Number of pieces to be cut with each pattern piece. (For example for a
back open dress you have to cut 1 front, 2 backs and 2 sleeves.)
c) If seam allowances are not included in the draft, this should be
mentioned. If sea allowances are included, seam lines and cutting lines
should be clearly shown.
d) Lengthwise or straight grainline should be drawn with a red pencil as
shown (
) on all pattern pieces. This line indicates that the pattern
should be kept on the cloth in such a way that the line is parallel to the
length of the cloth or the selvedges. It is usually drawn parallel to the
centre front or centre back edges of the pattern.
e) Provide matching notches or balance marks etc. necessary along
seams to show which seams are to be joined together and where.
f) Centre front and centre back line should be marked. It is advantageous
to cut outward notches at centre front and centre back of pattern pieces
because at the time of assembling the garment, notches on collars can
be matched to notches on the neck line of garment etc.
g) Fold lines should be clearly shown. Fold lines appear along centre
front or centre back edge and sometimes along hems to show where
the material is to be folded.
h) Dart markings, pleat markings etc. should be clearly shown.
It is convenient if you provide slashes and notches at the tips of darts, base of
darts and at the two ends of seam lines (if seam allowances are included in the
draft)
because
the
dart
markings and seam lines can be
easily transferred through these
with chalk or pencil to the
fabric at the time of cutting
(see fig d, e for slashes and
notches).

PATTERN GRADING:
Grading the bodice pattern:
Grading is a method of
enlarging or reducing a pattern
of
a
particular
size
proportionately to some other
size. Grading will not create
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shape, but will only increase or decrease size of original shape. The first pattern
is developed in one size and is graded up or down.
Grading is a necessary step that must be taken before approaching sample
manufacturers because they require card sets of specific patterns and an order of
garments to be produced.
Methods of grading:
There are three basic methods of grading1) Cut and spread:

This is the easiest method which acts as the basis of the other two
methods.
To perform this method, you must cut the pattern and spread the pieces
by a certain amount to grade up, or overlap the pieces to grade down.
The only tools you will need for this method are a pencil, tape, ruler and
scissors.
2. Pattern shifting:

Pattern shifting involves increasing the overall dimensions of a pattern by
moving it around at a constant distance.
After you move it, you redraw the outline in order to produce the same results
as cut – and – spread.
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3. Computer grading:
Computer grading is the most recent development in grading technology.
It is also the fastest method. It takes the processes of the cut – and – spread
method and the pattern shifting method and digitizes them.
These programs allow the clothing designer to specify every element of a
patterns details and to tweak each design element individually, until the ratios of
the clothing item are in line with the designer’s vision.
Once the pattern is created or uploaded, the up- or – down sizing is done
automatically, rendering printable patterns in the specified sizes or grades.
METHODS OF IDENTIFYING PATTERN ALTERATIONS NEEDED:
There are several methods for determining what alterations (if any) are needed
in your pattern.
1. By holding the pattern in
position on your figure and checking
its fit :
This is a method which the author
found to be very useful in her clothing
practical classes. It will not enable you
to assess the accuracy of the pattern
with precision. However any major
changes required can be easily detected by this method. Follow the procedure
described below, using a pattern without allowances.
Checking the front bodice pattern:
Wear your foundation undergarments and let another person hold the front
bodice pattern in position on your figure. The centre front edge of the pattern
should be kept exactly on the centre front of your figure. Now stand before a
full length mirror and check the following points and mark any changes needed
on the pattern with a colour pencil.(For example, if the shoulder seam is too
long and extends into the arm , mark a new shoulder point on the seam. If the
seam is too short, note down how much you have to lengthen the seam.)
1. Whether the pattern is tight or loose across the bust line.
2. Whether the length of the garment needs alteration.
3. Whether the length of the shoulder needs alteration
4. Whether the shoulder slope is correct (not too sloping nor too straight)
5. Whether the seam lines follow the general silhouette of the body.
For example:
a) Shoulder seam should be straight across the top of the shoulder. Side seam
should be straight and must be half way between back and front.
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b) The armhole should be oval shaped and should not be too small or too big. It
should not curve too far away from the natural joint.
c) The neck line should follow the natural curve of the neck line without pulling
or gaping.
6. Whether the darts are pointing towards bust point and terminate before the
bust point. If the darts are not correct, you can mark the correct position of the
darts again.
Checking the back bodice pattern:
Back pattern is also held in position and checked in the same manner as
explained above.
Checking the sleeve pattern:
Hold the sleeve pattern in position as shown in fig 7 with the centre of the
sleeve touching the shoulder point and the front sleeve cap seam line following
the front armhole curve. Check whether the length of the sleeve is correct and
whether the width or circumference is correct at bottom edge of sleeve and
across upper arm. Since paper is not pliable it is difficult to check whether the
sleeve cap curve fits smoothly.
American books refer to one type of pattern fitting in which half patterns are cut
on tissue paper with seam allowances and the patterns held in position on the
figure. They are then pinned along seam lines, darts etc and then checked.
2. By checking the patterns against your personal measurements:
When you buy a commercial pattern, you should check whether it needs any
alterations. Use the procedure detailed below. In the case of patterns drafted to
your own measurements this detailed check will not be needed if reasonable
care has been taken in drafting. However, clothing students should be familiar
with this method.
The procedure is as follows:
After recording your actual body
measurements for each place, (bust,
waist etc), add to it the necessary
amount of ease allowance. The sum
of these two will give the required
measurement for your garment. Next,
measure the pattern accurately and
calculate the model measurements
(i.e. measurements used in making
the pattern) as explained below.(see
fig ). To find the bust circumference as per the pattern , add the bust line
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measurement of back pattern (A) and bust line measurement of front pattern (B)
and multiply the sum by 2 i.e. (A+B)x 2. (It is necessary to multiply by 2
because the patterns are half of front and half back only). While measuring the
waist, leave out the dart area and measure the rest only. For the patterns shown
in fig 8 waist measurement is (C+D E+F) x 2.
The difference between the model measurements thus calculated and the
required measurements will give the amount of alteration needed. The table
given below illustrates all the steps explained above.
Measurements Personal
Ease
Required
to be taken
measure- allowance measurements
to be added
ments
(P)
(Q)
(P+Q)=X
Bust
33ʺ
4ʺ
37 ʺ

Model
measurements
(Y)
36ʺ

Alteration
needed
(X-Y)
Add 1”

Waist

26”

1”

27”

28”

Minus 1”

Back width

13”

nil

13”

13”

Nil

Waist length

13 ½”

½”

14”

14”

nil

Instead of the above method, you may compare the model measurements
against the measurements of a garment that fits you satisfactorily. In that case
you do not have to add any ease allowance to the measurement of the garment.
3. By fitting a muslin pattern :
This is the best method for determining all the pattern alterations needed. The
garment is first cut out from muslin (or any inexpensive fabric) with ample
seam allowance (at least 1ʺ) so that there will be room for pinning alterations.
Assemble the different sections of the garment by basting. Now try on the
garment and check its fit. Note down the type and amounts of alterations
needed. You must see whether changes in length and width are needed in any
place, whether the position of seam lines and darts look correct and whether
there are any wrinkles.
QUESTIONS:
1) State the principles of pattern drafting.
2) What is pattern grading?
3) Explain the methods of grading patterns.
4) Mention the methods of identifying pattern alterations needed.
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Unit 2 sub unit i
PREPARATION OF FABRIC FOR CUTTING

The following basic terms should be understood before proceeding to prepare
the fabric.
Grain: Grain refers to the direction of yarns in a woven fabric. Woven fabrics
are made up of lengthwise (warp) and crosswise (weft) yarns. These yarns
interlaced at right angle to each other.
Lengthwise grain refers to the threads in a fabric which run the length of the
fabric, parallel to the selvedge of the fabric.
Crosswise grain of the fabric refers to the threads that runs perpendicular to the
length of fabric.
On patterns, length wise grains is referred to as straight grain. Bias grain is any
direction on a fabric that does not exactly follow a lengthwise or a crosswise
yarn. True bias makes a 45° angle with the lengthwise and crosswise yarns.
Length wise yarns are usually stronger and heavier and stretch less than
crosswise yarns. This property can
be used to identify the length wise
grain on a piece of fabric which has
no selvedge. Stretch the fabric
along one grain holding it taut with
your two hands held 2ʺ 3ʺapart,
then stretch it similarly along the
perpendicular grain of the two
directions. The one which stretches
less is the lengthwise grain. Fabric
grain affects the drape and hang of
a garment.
Selvedge: This is the finished edge of the fabric which runs lengthwise that
prevents the raveling of yarns. Selvedge is woven differently with extra yarns
and stronger yarns then the rest of the fabrics. In a good quality fabric, the
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selvedge is very compactly woven, and is about half an inch wide. On poor
fabrics, selvedge will be narrow and loosely woven.
On grain: A fabric in which the crosswise yarns
run exactly at right angles to lengthwise yarns
and which has right angled corners is said to be
on grain or grain perfect.
The term “On grain” is also used in another
sense in the context of garment cutting. A
garment is said to be cut on grain if it has been
cut keeping the straight grain line of the pattern exactly parallel to the
lengthwise grain of the fabric. It has been cut with the straight grain line kept in
any direction other than the length wise grain of the fabric the garment is said to
be cut on wrong grain.
Off grain: A fabric in which the crosswise yarns are not running exactly at right
angles to lengthwise yarns is referred to as off grain fabric. This happens
because the fabric has been pulled out of shape and pressed in that position
during finishing at the factory. If such a fabric is used in constructing the
garments, the garments may stretch and sag. Garments made from off-grain
fabrics will not fit correctly and will hang poorly when worn and will sag.

Off grain print: In a print made up of lines, checks etc. If the lines do not run
straight along lengthwise or crosswise grain, it is referred to as off grain print.
Fabrics with off grain prints
should not be selected for
garment construction because
with such fabrics it will be
almost impossible to make the
right and left half of the
garment identical in design or
to match the design along
seams, center front, center back
etc.
With the grain: Against the grain stroke a bias-cut edge of a fabric with your
thumb and forefinger you will find that if the stroking is in one direction the
yarns tend to come apart causing the edge to fray, while if you stroke in the
opposite direction the yarns close up compactly with the rest of the fabric. The
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latter direction is said to be with the grain,
and the former against the grain. While
working (cutting, stitching, ironing etc.)
along a bias edge one should obviously
work with the grain to avoid stretching.
This is especially important for fabrics
which ravel easily. A good general rule to
follow (to ensure that you are working the
grain) is to work from the wide part of the
garment to the narrow.
IMPORTANCE OF GRAINS IN FABRIC CUTTING AND GARMENT
CONSTRUCTION
The manner in
which a garment
is cut in relation
to the grain lines
of the fabric
affects
the
durability, fit and
hang
of
the
garment.
Garment should
be cut in such a
way that the
lengthwise grain
is parallel to the
garment length
along
center
front, center back, center of sleeve etc.
Because of the greater strength of lengthwise yarns, garments cut on lengthwise
grain hang better and will be
more durable. Ruffles, pleats and
gathers will fall in graceful folds
only if the folds follow
lengthwise yarns. Moreover the
additional stretch of the crosswise
grain will be needed across the
body for movement.
An exceptional to the above rule
is the case of yokes which are
usually cut on crosswise grain
(center front and center back edge
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parallel to crosswise grain). Sometimes yokes are cut on bias for design interest.
In striped fabrics you may cut the front and back of the garment on true bias to
get the chevron effect.
In a well-constructed garment, not only
should the length wise grain run length
wise on the body but the crosswise grains
should be at right angles to the length wise
grain or parallel to the floor at the base of
the neck, across the bust across the fullest
part of the hip at the base of the sleeve cap
etc. this cannot be achieved if you are
using an off grain fabric for cutting. The
result will be ill fitting garment which has
wrinkles,
lacks
balance
and
is
uncomfortable to wear. If a dress design
should look balanced on the figure, the right
half and left half should be identical in design,
shape and grain.
In this context special care must be exercised
when buying fabrics with printed stripes or
checks. If these prints happen to be off grain,
you can balance the design on the right and
left half of the garment only by disregarding
the grain, and this can create the problems.
Always cut and stitch along a bias direction
and work with the grain and not against
(otherwise the edge may stretch or ravel)

PREPARING THE FABRIC FOR CUTTING
Preparation of fabric involves the following four steps which are explained in
detail further below.
1) Checking each end of the fabric to see whether it is straight along a crosswise
yarn. If it is not, cut it along a crosswise yarn. This process is called
straightening or evening the ends.
2) Checking the fabric to see whether it is grain perfect (whether the corner
form right angles). Straighten the grains, if the fabric is off grain.
3) Shrinking the fabric if it has not been pre -shrink by treatments like
sanforising.
4) Pressing the fabric and removing all creases.
Checking each end of the fabric and straightening it.
First of all check whether the fabric end is cut or torn. In a torn fabric, the fabric
end will be straight along a crosswise yarn and will not need straightening. Torn
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edge can be recognized by the tiny ends of lengthwise threads visible along the
edge.
If the fabric has cut ends, examine them to see if they are cut along crosswise
yarns. If not, straighten them as explained below.
Methods of straightening fabric ends: The methods used for straightening the
ends of different types of fabric are the following.
a) Loosely woven fabrics or fabrics with
prominent crosswise yarns can be cut straight
along the visible crosswise yarn.
b) Fabrics that are firmly woven can be torn (with
a quick jerk) straight across the fabric after
clipping into the selvedge.
c) For sheer fabrics and fabrics that fray, clip the
selvedge and gently pull one crosswise yarn so that it causes a puckered line.
Now cut carefully along this puckered line as far as you can follow it clearly.
Now grasp the yarn (or the one next to it) again and repeat the cutting and
pulling across the full width of the fabric.

Checking and straightening the fabric grain.
After the ends have been straightened, fold the fabric in half lengthwise.
matching the selvedges accurately, and replace it on a table top with the
selvedges exactly in line with the long edge of the table and the crosswise ends
falling close to the short edge of the table. If the crosswise ends match evenly
and are parallel to the short edge of the table, it is clear that the crosswise ends
are at right angles to the selvedges and the fabric is grain perfect. If the
crosswise ends do not match evenly and/or are not parallel to the short edge of
the table, it shows that the crosswise ends are not at right angles to the
selvedges. Such a fabric is off grain and needs straightening and restoring of
right angled structure.
Methods of straightening fabric grain
Important methods used for straightening fabric
grain are the following.
a) Stretching method: The simplest method of
making a fabric grain perfect is by stretching it.
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Open up the fabric, keep it near the corner of the table and pull it on the true
bias in the correct direction. After pulling for some time, fold the fabric and
check for grain perfectness. This process may have to be repeated several times.
b) Steam press method: If the above mentioned method does not work, clip the
selvedge at intervals, sprinkle water on the fabric and press with a hot iron in
the appropriate direction (instead you may press with a steam iron) till the fabric
becomes grain perfect.
c) Immersion method: This is the most effective method for straightening
washable fabrics. Fold the fabric lengthwise, tack the selvedges together,
immerse in the water until it is completely wet, and then squeeze out excess
water. Hang up the fabric till it is half dry. Now place it in the corner of the
table and carry out the straightening process to make it grain perfect. (Keep
paper or cloth underneath to prevent the fabric from getting soiled or stained
from the wooden table-top). After straightening, keep it on a flat surface and
dry. When dry, press with an iron and remove the tracking stitches along the
edges.
Note: Fabric grain can be straightened by pulling the fabric in the bias direction
only if the fabric has been sized with a removable substance like starch. Resin
treated fabrics which are finished off-grain will not straighten by pulling and
hence you have to disregard grain in these fabrics.
Shrinking Fabrics
Cotton fabrics, especially those with the low thread counts which are not
sanforised or preshrunk must be shrunk before cutting. Fabric which has to be
shrunk can be made grain perfect at the same time by following the immersion
method.
Steps in Pre-shrinking the washable fabrics
1. Fold the fabric lengthwise.
2. Pin selvedges and ends together.
3. Fold and immerse in lukewarm water and let it stand for 30 to 60 minutes.
4. Remove as much water as possible with hands and bath towels.
5. Lay fabric on flat surface, dry with straighten war and filling threads, smooth
out any wrinkles. Avoid wrinkles. Avoid stretching.
6. Press if necessary when completely dry.
Questions:
1) What is Selvedge?
2) Explain the term with the Grain &Against the Grain.
3) Why must you follow grain line while cutting a garment?
4) List the 4 steps in Preparing the Fabric for Cutting.
5) Write short Notes on:
a) Stretching Methods
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sub unit ii
LAYING THE PATTERN ON FABRIC,
CUTTING, MARKING AND STAY
STITCHING







Rules to remember in pattern layout
What can be done if cloth is insufficient
Fabric cutting
Transferring pattern markings
Stay stitching
Ease stitching

RULES TO REMEMBER IN A PATTERN LAYOUT:
1. Press the fabric as well as the pattern pieces flat before laying the pattern
on the fabric.
2. Use a large table or any hard flat surface for accommodating your work.
3. If an open layout is used, place the fabric right side up on the table. For
all other layouts, fold the fabric right sides facing and wrong side out.
4. Decide on the best way to fold the cloth. This will depend on the width
of the cloth, width of the pattern pieces, the type of cloth and design of
the garment (whether right and left sides are identical, whether many
pieces have to be cut on fold etc.)
The common methods of folding the cloth for laying out the pattern
pieces are the following:
a) Lengthwise centre fold:
Here the fabric is folded down the middle parallel
to the selvedges so that the selvedges come together. This is the most frequently
used fold.
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b) Off centre lengthwise fold:
This is used when narrow pieces have to be cut on
fold. To ensure that the fold is parallel to the
selvedge, mark points measuring the required
distance ( width of the half pattern including seam
allowance) from the selvedge at regular intervals
and fold along the markings.

c) Crosswise centre fold
This is suitable for materials that are too
narrow to accommodate the width of pattern
pieces when folded lengthwise.

d) Off centre crosswise fold
When only a part of the material is required
to cut pattern pieces that are too wide for
lengthwise fold layout, this type of fold is
used.

e) Double fold
The double fold is used when many pattern
pieces that are not too wide must be cut on
fold. For garments with no opening for front
and back sections, this type of fold can be used
provided the cloth is wide enough to
accommodate the patterns when folded this
way.
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f) Combination fold:

In this type of fold the lengthwise fold and
crosswise fold are combined for fabric placement.

g) Open layout:
In an open layout, the fabric
is not folded at all. This is
used especially for designs
which require right and left
halves to be cut separately.

5) Make a trial layout by keeping weights or two pins per pattern to make sure
that cloth will be sufficient. Rules 6 to 9 must be borne in mind while making
the trial layout.
6) Straight grain lines on patterns must be kept parallel to the fabric selvedge.
To ensure this, measure and adjust the pattern so that both ends of the straight
grain line are the same distance from the selvedge and pin the pattern to the
fabric along the grain line arrows.
7) Fold lines on the patterns must be kept on folded edges of fabric.
8) Leave enough space between patterns for cutting outward notches and
marking seam allowances (if the patterns do not include seam allowances). Also
make sure that there is enough material left for cutting out belts, facings,
pockets etc. for which you may not have made paper patterns.
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9) The patterns must be placed on the fabric in the most economical way. Some
hints on economical pattern placement are given below:a) Try different layouts till you find one that requires minimum length of cloth.
Start cutting only after all the pattern pieces are placed.
b) Wider end of large pieces should be placed at the cut edges (along one edge
or both the edges).
c) Lay the pattern pieces close together.
d) Place as many pieces as possible near the selvedge ends so that the left over
material will be in one large bit rather than in two or more smaller bits. This
will maximize the space available near the folded end for laying patterns that
have to be kept on fold.
e) As far as possible try to fit the wide end of one piece beside the narrow end
of another .
f) Fit pieces similar in shape next to each other. This is called Dovetailing.
g) If pattern pieces to be kept on fold are narrow, fold the material just wide
enough to accommodate them (i.e. use off centre lengthwise fold). This will
leave all the excess material together on one side.
h) Make duplicates for pattern pieces that have to be used twice and use them
for making the trial layout.
10) Pin patterns to the fabric firmly. After placement of the patterns has been
decided, pin the corners and the long outside edges of the patterns, placing pins
close to and approximately perpendicular to the cutting lines. Use just enough
pins to keep the pattern in position. Too many pins will distort the edges. You
should start cutting only after pinning all the pattern pieces.
11) Take care to use special layouts for asymmetric designs and for fabrics with
bold designs, striped and checked designs, designs going in one direction and
fabrics with nap and pile as discussed below:
a) Fabrics with lengthwise striped design:
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While cutting fabric with bold stripes, adjust the
position of the pattern so that one of the prominent
lines falls along the centre back of the garment and the
remaining stripes are identical on two sides of the fold.
Striped material can also be cut on bias forming a
Chevron design (in the shape of the letter V) at the
centre front or the centre back seam or opening.

b) Fabrics with bold designs such as plaids and crosswise stripes:

Match plaids and stripes so that they form continuous lines across seam
openings. When you fold such fabrics to keep the pattern pieces, make sure that
the stripes are matching exactly on both layers of fabric. .If the print is large and
spaced or with sweeping curves, drape the fabric on your body and look in the
mirror to see where and how the highlighting part of the design should be
placed.
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c) Asymmetric designs:

These designs call for right and left sides to be cut
separately from a single layer of fabric, taking care to
see that you are not cutting both the sections for the
same side. If the material has no right and wrong side,
this problem will not arise. The figure above shows a
blouse with asymmetric design.

d) Fabrics with one way design:

When cutting these fabrics, you must take care to see that all the pattern pieces
are arranged in the same correct direction . Otherwise the print will look upside
down on sections which have been place wrongly.
e) Fabrics with nap and pile have to be treated like fabrics with one way design.
WHAT CAN BE DONE IF CLOTH IS INSUFFICIENT?
If cloth is not sufficient, the simplest thing to do is to buy extra fabric. But if it
is not available or you prefer to make do with what you have, the following
procedures will help.
1) If possible, reduce seam allowances, hem allowances or length and width
of some of the pattern pieces. Often you can do this without changing the
fit of the garment by reducing fullness (gathers, pleats etc.).
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2) You may decide to cut some pieces on bias or crosswise grain. Some
prints may look attractive if the yoke or sleeves are cut on bias or
crosswise grain.
3) Pattern pieces which have to be cut on fold can be cut near the selvedges
and then joined up with some trimming applied near the seam (e.g. Box
pleat with a harmonising material, faggoting, lace etc.) to make it look
like an original pattern. You may even find that you end up with an
interesting new design.
4) Use some other material similar in colour and texture to cut parts that are
not visible from outside.
5) You may decide to modify the design of the garment. For example if you
were planning to have a puff sleeve, use a plain sleeve or omit the sleeve.
6) Certain sections which ought to be cut in one piece may be cut out in
more than one piece and then stitched together if material is otherwise not
sufficient. This technique is called Piecing. Piecing should be done
inconspicuously with design and grain matched.

FABRIC CUTTING:
1) If the pattern does not have seam allowance, make sure that you have
drawn the cutting on the fabric leaving enough seam allowance beyond
the edge of the pattern before starting to cut the fabric.
2) Hold the fabric flat on the cutting surface with your left hand and cut with
long strokes using your right hand.
3) Walk around the table as you cut because if you move the pattern and
material the grain may shift resulting in uneven edges.
4) Cut accurately and smoothly exactly along the cutting lines.
5) Notches shouldn’t be cut wherever necessary. Notches are guides for
joining the garment sections. They indicate which edges are seamed
together.

TRANSFERRING PATTERN MARKINGS:
After cutting all the pattern pieces accurately you should transfer seam
lines and all the pattern markings to the fabric.(top layer as well as lower layer.)
The common methods employed for marking fabrics are –
1. Use of tracing wheel and carbon paper.
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2. Use of contrasting coloured tailor’s chalk, colour pencil and ordinary lead
pencil (provided the colour of the fabric is such that the pencil marks will
be visible on it).
3. Use of pins in combination with pencil or tailor’s chalk
4. Use of tailor’s tacks.
Each of these methods has its own advantages and disadvantages as can be seen
from the detailed explanations given below.

1. Use of tracing wheel and carbon paper :
This method is not suitable for
delicate fabrics which may get
spoilt by the sharp teeth of the
tracing wheel. Another drawback
is that carbon marks (and often
smudges too) will be left on
cloth and may be visible from
the right side, especially if the
fabric is transparent or if the
carbon paper is of bad quality.
In applying this method, you
may use pencil (instead of
tracing wheel) with carbon paper, but then you should trace only the
ends(and a few points in between) of darts and seams.
2. Use of contrasting coloured tailor’s chalk, colour pencil and ordinary
lead pencil:
If you have cut slashes or holes or inward notches in the pattern for
beginning and termination points of darts and seams (or if you have not
left seam allowance in the pattern), you can mark directly on to the top
layer of fabric with tailor’s chalk or ordinary pencil. Marks on the top
layer can be transferred to the under layer of fabric by placing a carbon
paper under it with the wax side up and using a tracing wheel. It can also
be done with the help of pins.
3. Use of pins in combination with pencil or tailor’s chalk:
Markings on the top layer of fabric can be transferred to the lower layer
of fabric by inserting pins through both layers of fabric at the points to be
marked. As soon as one pin is inserted, turn the fabric and mark the pin
point on the underside with chalk or pencil marks. After completing all
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the markings necessary remove the pattern and connect the chalk or
pencil marks. (use a ruler for straight lines). If the pattern has seam
allowance and no holes or slashes near darts and seam lines, pins can be
inserted through the pattern and double layer of fabric and the pattern
lifted to mark the pin points on upper layer of fabric.

4. Use of tailor’s tacks:
This method is especially good for silks and sheer fabrics. Unlike the
other two methods it has the advantage that no pencil or carbon marks
will be left on the fabric. The tacks should be worked using double thread
of a contrasting colour so that they can be easily seen.
The two types of tailor’s tacks are single tailor’s tacks and continuous
tailor’s tacks.
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STAY STITCHING:
Stay stitching is a row of regular machine
stitching (stitch of normal length) using
matching thread, done on a single thickness of
fabric between the cut edge and the seam line,
about 1⁄16ʺ from the latter. Stay stitching helps
to preserve the lines and grain of the fabric as cut
by the pattern. It prevents curved edges like
neckline, armhole etc. and bias edges like side
seams from stretching and going out of shape.
Stay stitching is also used for reinforcement at
curves and corners to be slashed later in
construction.

For slippery fabrics and fabrics which pucker, tack a tissue paper behind the
fabric and tissue paper. Stay stitching should be done with the grain

EASE STITCHING:
Ease stitching is done instead of stay stitching where a little extra fullness is
needed as in a sleeve cap. For ease stitching you may use a standard size stitch
with loose upper tension or a slightly longer stitch than normal stitch.
Sometimes if the neckline is loose, ease stitching is done around it so that the
thread can be pulled to form small gathers, thus shortening the neckline. Always
the under thread should be pulled for gathering and for this reason the bobbin
thread should be strong. Also the upper tension should be looser than the under
tension.
Ease stitching must be done on sleeve cap seam between notches on girls and
ladies garments. This will help you to adjust the sleeve cap to fit the size of the
armhole at the time of attaching the sleeve.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS:
1. Explain a lengthwise fold from an off centre lengthwise fold.
2. Explain a crosswise fold and off centre crosswise fold.
3. How is a double fold different from a combination fold?
4. What is an open layout?
5. Difference between dovetailing and piecing
6. What are asymmetric designs?
7. What can be done if cloth is insufficient
8. Name and explain the methods of transferring pattern markings.
9. Write short note on stay stitching.
10.Write short note on ease stitching.
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Unit 3 sub unit i
GARMENT FITTING AND ASSEMBLING
Introduction
The success of your garment depends a great deal on its fit. A well-fitting
garment has optimum amount of ease (neither too tight nor too loose) and its
seam lines follow the general silhouette of the body. It hangs or sets in a wellbalanced manner without wrinkles, sagging or poking out.
STANDARD FOR A GOOD FIT
The factors which determine whether a garment has good fit or not are ease,
line, grain, set and balance. These factors are referred to as “Standards for a
good fit”. They are interrelated. For example, if a garment has excess ease or
too little ease, the grain lines go out of position, wrinkles appear and the
garment my lack balance.
Grain: Direction of a yarn in the woven fabric is
called grain. When a garment is worn, the fabric
grain lines must fall correctly in the proper places
on the figure. The lengthwise grain should be
perpendicular to the floor at the center front and
center back of the garment. In the sleeve the
lengthwise yarns should hang vertically from
shoulder line to center of sleeve hem. The
crosswise yarns should be parallel to the floor
across bust, waist and upper arm of sleeve.
Ease: Ease is the difference between the actual body measurement and the
garment measurement at any given point. A well-fitting garment has optimum
amount of ease (neither too tight nor too loose) and will be of right size. Pulling
or drawing across the bust, shoulder blades, hipline etc. are evidence of
insufficient ease. Excess ease causes folds across the
loose area giving a baggy appearance to the garments.
The amount ease varies with fashion, type of garment
and personal taste.
Line: Lines to look for in fitting are the basic silhouette
seams, circumference seams and style or design lines.
Garment seam lines should follow the general silhouette
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of the body. The shoulder seam should be straight across top of shoulder. The
side seam should be straight and must be half way between back and front.
The circumference lines include neckline, armhole, waistline, wrist line and
hemline. They should form smooth curves following the natural body curves
and parallel to the floor. The armhole should be oval shaped and should not
curve too far into the bodice.
Design lines are folds or seams within the garment that enhance its appearance
example pleats, darts, gores, yokes. Pleats, darts, gores, should be graceful,
direct, smooth should hang perpendicular to the floor at right angles to the
circumference lines and should radiate from the circumference they enter.
Set: refers to the way in which the fabric
fits to the contours of the figure: the
fabric should be perfectly smooth and
free of creases in all areas.A garment is
said to have a good smooth set, if it has
no undesirable wrinkles.It hangs or sets
in a well-balanced manner without
wrinkles, sagging or poking out.The
slanting wrinkles are caused by the garment being strained over some curves or
bulges of the body. The wrinkles pointing towards the shoulder blade is caused
by protruding shoulders. To remove them, provide extra length and width for
the garment in this area. Crosswise wrinkles occur, because the circumference
above or below them is fitted too tight.
Balance: is the relationship between the garment and
the figure, and between various parts of the garment.
The balance is correct when the garment hangs
equally either side of the figure at all points when
viewed from the front, back or side and with vertical
seams perpendicular to the ground.
A skirt should hang so that it extends the same
distance from the center to the right and left sides. If
the shoulder seam stands away from the shoulder at
neck point and fits tightly at armhole point, the
garment will look out of balance.

STEPS IN PREPARING A BLOUSE FOR FITTING
1) To make fitting easier, mark the important grain lines on blouse front, back
and sleeve (center front line, across bust line, center sleeve line, across upper
arm line etc.) by pencil or tacking stitches.
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2) Make sure that bias edges and curved edges (especially neckline) are stitched
before the garment is assembled for fitting.
3) Assemble the garment using small basting (tacking) stitches or machine
basting in contrasting colored thread in the following order.
a) Blouse front darts.
b) Blouse back darts.
c) Shoulder seam and side seams. (While tacking these seams front and back
should be kept right sides facing and wrong sides out).
d) Sleeve hem and side seams of sleeve.
Sleeve should be tacked to the armhole only after checking the fit of the blouse
and sleeve separately and making the necessary adjustments.
CHECKING THE FIT OF A BLOUSE
1) Put on the garment right side out a good fitting brassiere. If there is a center
opening pin it closed, matching the center lines on overlap and under lap. (Use
several pins). Adjust the blouse so that the center lines coincide with the center
of your figure.
2) Stand in front of a mirror and study the overall appearance of the blouse.
Remember that the armhole, neckline and lower edge of blouse have an
extended seam allowance. (i.e., the edge of the fabric is not the seam line).
3) Determine the fit of the blouse by checking the following points. (Though it
is possible to do this by yourself, it would be better if you have someone
experienced to assist you in fitting).
a) Whether there are any changes needed in length of the bodice, sleeve and
shoulder seam.
b) Whether it has right amount of ease across bust upper arm, back etc.
c) Whether the seam lines (shoulder, armscye, side seam, waistline and
neckline) follow the general silhouette of the body.
d) Whether the grain lines are falling correctly in the proper places on your
figure.
e) Whether there are any wrinkles.
f) Whether the darts are of optimum width and point towards the bust point
ending3/4ʺ to 1ʺ away from the bust point.

SPECIFIC FITTING PROBLEMS IN A BLOUSE AND THEIR
REMEDIES
We present below a number of fitting problem that you may encounter while
fitting a blouse. The problems (A to K) are illustrated in the figures. The
remedial measures of each problem are also explained with the help of figures.
In this figures the solid lines indicate the original seam lines and the dotted lines
the adjustments to be made. Since too many lines may confuse the reader, the
cutting lines of blouse front, back and sleeve are not shown in the figures.
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Problem A: End of the shoulder
seam extends beyond arm joint;
the sleeve cap slips down below
the arm joint (if sleeve has been
attached).
Cause: Shoulder seam is too long.
Remedy: Shorten the shoulder
seam. (Mark the correct length
with pencil or chalk or pin and
draw new armhole curve
connecting this point and under
arm point as shown by dotted line.

Problem B: End of shoulder seam does not reach arm joint. Sleeve cap rises up.
(If sleeve has been
attached).
Cause: Shoulder seam is
too short.
Remedy: Lengthen the
shoulder seam. (Mark the
correct length and draw
new armhole curve as
indicated by dotted line).

Problem C:
1) Diagonal wrinkles pointing towards the neck point on shoulder.
2) The blouse rises above the shoulder at the arm joint but hugs the neck.
3) The crosswise grain line drops near armhole.
Cause: Shoulder
slope of blouse
are insufficient.
Remedy:
Increase the
shoulder slope.
(Repin the
shoulder seams
making them
slightly deeper
as you approach the arm joint along the dotted line shown in the figure. If the
blouse is tight near the neckline, rip out the seam at this point and repin along
the dotted line shown in the fig.
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Problem D:
1) Diagonal wrinkles pointing towards the arm joint on shoulder.
2) The blouse rises above the shoulder at the neck point but hugs the arm
joint.
3) The crosswise grain line pulls up at armhole in front and back.
Cause: Shoulder slope of the blouse is too much.
Remedy: Reduce shoulder slope. (This can be done by reducing the seam
allowance near the arm joint as shown in the fig or by increasing the seam
allowance near
the neck point
as in the figure.

Problem E:
1) Wrinkles pointing towards the shoulder blades.
2) The blouse swings far out from the body at back and hugs the body in
front.
3) The crosswise grain line curves up and the side seam slants towards back.
Cause: Back length of blouse is insufficient due to protruding shoulder blades.
Remedy: Provide extra length for shoulder blades. (Rip out, pin new shoulder
seam reducing the seam allowance of back shoulder. Rip out side seam and repin it lifting the back above the front at the side seam. Mark new armhole seam
line, increasing width of the seam as shown. Front hemline near waistline
should be trimmed indicated by the dotted line).
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Problem F:
1) Wrinkles pointing towards the bust.
2) The underarm seam slants to the front.
3) The blouse swings from the body at center front and hugs the body at
back.
4) The crosswise grain lines rises above the bust line.
Cause: Insufficient width or length of both for blouse front.
Remedy: Provide extra length and width near the bust line. (Rip out the side
seam and introduce a side seam dart on the blouse front. If a side seam dart is
already present, increase the width of the dart. Repin the side seam reducing the
seam allowance on the blouse front. Increase the width of waistline dart if
necessary).

Problem G: The neckline gapes and sags in front.
Cause: Neck circumference of blouse is too much.
Remedy: Reduce neck circumference. (Reshape the
center front line, slightly curving in towards the top
edge near neck as shown. If necessary, work a row
of ease stitching (large stitches) on the neck seam
line and pull up the bobbin thread until the neckline
fits smoothly).
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Problem H: Pulling wrinkles pointing towards front sleeve cap.
Cause: Front sleeve cap seam is too deep.
Remedy: Reduce depth of front sleeve cap seam as shown.

Problem I: Pulling wrinkles pointing to the top of the sleeves.
Cause: Sleeves cap height is too short.
Remedy: Increase sleeves cap height as shown.

Problem J: Pulling wrinkles pointing arm point.
Cause: Sleeve cap height is too much.
Remedy: Reduce sleeve cap height as shown.
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Problem K: Sleeve pulls and wrinkles across upper arm.
Cause: Sleeve width is insufficient at upper arm.
Remedy: Increase sleeve width at upper arm as shown.

Questions:
1) Factors that determine the standard of good fit in a garment.
2) What is Set? Design line? And Ease?
3) List the points which help you to determine the fit of a Blouse.
4) Answer the following (Cause and Remedy)
a) End of shoulder seam does not reach arm joint
b) Diagonal wrinkles pointing towards the neck point of shoulder.
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sub unit ii
CREATING STYLES THROUGH DART
MANIPULATION AND INTRODUCING
FULLNESS
Introduction
Shifting blouse darts to new position
Introduction
While designing and making patterns for ladies garments, it is important to
know the principles for dart manipulation. The basic bodice pattern has two
darts pointing to the bust line, one from the waistline and the other from the side
seam. By pattern manipulation, it is possible to shift the darts into other parts of
the bodice without changing the fit of the garment, but creating interesting
effects. It is also possible to add extra fullness in the form of gathers, pleats, etc.
by the slash and spread method. In the diagrams given below, seam allowances
are not included. They should be left on the cloth at the time of cutting.
A) Shifting blouse darts to new position—
1) Shifting of side seam dart to the shoulder area
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2) Shifting side seam dart to the armhole
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3) Shifting Side seam dart to the neckline
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B) Converting darts to seams
1) Shifting side seam dart to the armhole and
converting to a seam (Princess seam from the
armhole)
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2) Shifting side seam dart to the shoulder and converting
to a seam (Princess seam from the shoulders)
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3) Shifting side seam dart to the neckline and converting to a seam
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C) Converting dart intake into gathers
Shifting waistline dart and side seam dart to the neckline and
converting to gathers
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D) Adding fullness to the top and bottom edges of a
bodice

Question:
With the help of the diagram show the following:
1) Shifting of side seam dart to the shoulder area.
2) Shifting side seam dart to the armhole area (Princess seam from the armhole)
3) Shifting side seam dart to the neckline and converting to a seam.
4) Adding fullness to the top and bottom edge of a bodice.
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sub unit iii
YOKES, DECORATIVE SEAMS AND
ASYMMETRICAL DESIGNS
Introduction
Selection of yoke design
Creating variety in yoke design
Preparing patterns for different types of yokes
Introduction
A yoke is a segment of a garment usually placed at the shoulders, above the
waistline (at midriff) or below the waistline (at hip) for controlling and
supporting fullness needed over the bust, chest, hips, etc. Yokes help to keep the
upper area of the waistline of a garment trim and smooth. In addition, the seam
between the yoke and the body of the garment may be a concealed dart or part
of a dart so that the visible darts may be reduced in number or made narrower
than usual. Yokes are sometimes designed just for decoration and may not have
any fullness in connection with them at all.
SELECTION OF YOKE DESIGN
The yoke design to be used on a garment will depend on various factors. The
important factors are listed below with examples.
(1)Design of the fabric: There should be harmony between the shape of the
yoke and the design of the fabric. For example, materials with large checks or
stripes are not really appropriate for yokes with round or curved shapes. They
are suitable for straight line yokes. Fabrics with large floral designs or curved
lines can be used on round yoke designs.
(2) Design of the garment: The design of the yoke should harmonise with the
design of the garment. You can design a yoke which repeats the shape of the
dress and of design details (such as collar, cuff, pockets, etc.) but with slight
variations to avoid monotony. Example- A dress can be designed with scalloped
yoke, round collar, puff sleeves, and matching pockets. To relieve the monotony
of curved lines, straight line tucks are stitched on the lower section of the
garment.
(3)Purpose and use of the garment: For school uniforms, home wear garments
etc. select simple yoke styles. For party wear garments, you can design yokes of
novelty and decorative shapes such as scalloped, asymmetrical etc., with
contrasting material and decorative edging of lace, frills etc.
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(4)Sex and age of the wearer: Round and curved yokes are more suitable for
girls, while straight yokes are more suited to boys. Older women should select
simple yoke designs and avoid styles which are too decorative.
(5) Figure and personality of the wearer: Deep narrow yokes with vertical
decorations induce vertical eye movements giving an impression of added
height and less width, thus making a person look taller and slimmer. Hence
select such yoke designs for a short, plump figure. Horizontal lines in yokes
make a person look shorter and fatter and are suitable for thin figures. A yoke
wide at the shoulders and pointing towards the waistline gives the impression of
a narrow waist and wide shoulder. A person with a round face should avoid
very round yokes as well as straight line yokes because repetition and contrast
both emphasise the roundness.
CREATING VARIETY IN YOKE DESIGN
(1) Variety in shape and size: You can design yokes with various shapes such
as square, round, scalloped, triangular and asymmetrical, etc. Sometimes
part of a yoke may extend to the full length of the garment. This type of a
yoke is referred to as yoke with panel. Sometimes the yoke may extend
into the sleeve, or it may extend only part of the way across the garment
as in a partial yoke. You may plan a broad or narrow yoke, a deep or
shallow yoke, etc., according to the effect desired.
(2) Variety in material and grain: If the garment is of light colour, the yoke
may be made out of a contrasting coloured fabric; for a dark coloured
garment, the yoke may be white or light coloured. A yoke with prints on
an otherwise plain garment, or vice versa, would give a good appearance.
With regard to grain, a garment can be designed in which the yoke is cut
on bias and the rest of the garment on lengthwise grain. The yoke can be
cut on crosswise grain and the rest of the garment on lengthwise grain to
create interesting effects.
(3) Designing decorative seaming: The yoke can be joined to the body of the
garment in a decorative way by inserting ruffles, lace or ric- rac , binding
or by working faggoting or decorative stitches or top stitches in
contrasting colour thread.
(4) Designing fullness or decoration within the yoke: The yoke can be
beaded, quilted, embroidered, shirred, smocked, tucked or pleated.
(5) Introducing the yoke at different positions of the garment: The yoke may
be introduced at the top of the dress (shoulder yoke), above the waist line
(midriff yoke) or below the waist line (hip yoke as in skirts).
(6) Designing yokes which release fullness in various forms (gathers, pleats,
tucks, etc.): Fullness is released in the form of gathers, pleats, and in the
form of tucks on the lower section of the garment.
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Preparing patterns for different types of yokesA) Simple Yokes:
1) Round yoke- (from armhole) This is a
most common yoke used on children’s
and ladies garments. This particular yoke
starts and ends from the armhole to
armhole.
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2) Round yoke- (from the shoulders) This
round yoke starts from one shoulder and
ends at the other shoulder .It has a deep
even curve. It is used on children’s and
ladies garments.
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3) Triangular yoke / V- yoke- This yoke is
also called a V-yoke .It starts from the
armhole and ends at the other armhole. It
can start and end at the shoulders as well.
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4) Straight line yoke – This is the most simplest and a
most common yoke used on children’s, women’s and
men’s garments.
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5) Square yoke- Is mostly used on children’s and
women’s clothing. The yoke has perfect right
angle corners.
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6) Straight line Asymmetrical yoke- The right and left
halves of this yoke are not identical. It is a variation
of a straight line yoke . In this yoke the yoke line
goes slanting down.
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B) Complex Yokes:
Incorporating waistline dart and side seam dart into a
seam forming a yoke----1) Basket yoke-
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2) Triangular yoke
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Incorporating waistline dart into a seam forming
a yoke----3) T- yoke- This yoke extends right up to the
waistline. It is ideal for children and women.
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---Shifting darts to new location and converting to
gathers--4) Round yoke- In this design the waistline dart
and side seam dart is transferred to the yoke
seam and the dart intake is converted to gathers.
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5) Partial yoke-This is a variation of a straight line
yoke which does not extend across the entire
garment. The darts are transferred to the
shoulders and the dart intake is converted to
gathers.
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6) Shoulder yoke- This yoke is in two pieces which
starts from the armhole and ends into the neckline.
The darts are transferred to the yoke seam and the
dart intake is converted to gathers.
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7) Midriff yoke—This is a very trendy yoke used on
women’s clothing. The yoke fits snugly with fullness
released at the dart locations.
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Question:
1) What is a Yoke?
2) Explain how to create variety in a yoke?
3) Yokes are attached in a garment-Why?
4) With the help of the diagram show how a basic block is adapted for a TYoke.
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Unit 4 sub unit i
SLEEVE
Introduction
Sleeve is the part of a garment that covers the arm, or through which the arm
passes or slips. Sleeve are functional in providing modesty, warmth, or
protection. The pattern of the sleeve is one of the characteristic of fashion in
dress, varying in every country and period.

It is possible to develop a variety of sleeve styles from the plain sleeve pattern.
By choosing a sleeve style that suits your figure, design of your dress, fabric of
the dress and current fashion you can enhance the appearance of the dress.
Some of the common sleeve styles
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CLASSIFICATION OF SLEEVES
Sleeves may be classified into two styles:
(1) Set –in sleeves which are cut and stitched separately and seamed to the
armhole of the garment. This is the most commonly used type. This
sleeve fits into a circular armhole with the crown of the sleeve fitting to
the armhole end of the shoulder seam and the sleeve seam joining the side
seam of the bodice at the underarm. They can be fitted or flared, cut to
any length, and their hemlines finished in a variety of ways Plain, Puff,
Circular, Petal, Three quarter, Full sleeves etc. fall into this category. In
set –in sleeves, the sleeve crown or cap must be at least 2.5 to 4 cms (1”
to 1 ½” more than the armhole, so that it may be eased into the armhole
and fits smoothly over the rounded shape of the top of arm (i.e. near the
shoulder)
(2) Sleeves and bodice combinations
Sleeve bodice combinations have the bodice and
sleeves attached in some way. Eg . Kimono and
Raglan sleeves.
(a) Kimono sleeves are cut all in one with the front
and the back bodice. It is one of the easiest type to
construct. The kimono sleeves are always cut with
a deeper armscye than the set in sleeve.

(b) Raglan sleeves have part of the sleeve attached to
the bodice. A diagonal seam is formed from the
neckline to the underarm. They are mostly seen
on any sports top or jersey.
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MAKING PATTERN FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF SLEEVES
Set-in-sleeves
1. Plain sleeve: This type of sleeve has no fullness at
lower edge or top edge and is commonly used on saree
blouses. This pattern can be used to develop various
sleeve styles.
ELFGH is the pattern for a short plain sleeve. HG is
the lower edge of the sleeve. EH and FG are side
seams. ELF is the top edge of the sleeve (sleeve cape
seam line) which is
attached to the armhole
edge of the bodice. The
vertical lines drawn
within this sleeve pattern
are the lines through
which the sleeve can be
slashed or cut to
develop it into other
type of sleeve styles.
2. Puff sleeve gathered at
Top only: This type of sleeve is
sometimes used in dresses. The
lower edge of this sleeve has no
fullness, but the top edge has
fullness in the form of gathers.
To prepare the pattern, take the
basic short sleeve pattern and draw slash
lines as explained earlier. Now slash along
these lines from top to almost near the
bottom edge. Keep the slashed pattern on
another sheet of paper and spread open the
upper edge the required amount of fullness.
You may spread the sleeve so that E to F is
about 17”( i.e. 1”less than half width of
dress fabric so that two sleeves can be cut
from one length of sleeve ). Increase the
length of the sleeve by 1”to 2” as shown
for puffing. Draw the outline of the new
sleeve on the new sheet of paper. (The top
edge is shown with dotted line)
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3. Puff sleeve gathered at
bottom only: This is also
used in dress. The top edge
of this sleeve has no
fullness. To prepare the
pattern, cut along the slash
lines on the plain sleeve
pattern from bottom
upwards and spread open
the lower edge. Lengthen
the sleeve about 2” for
puffing. The lower edge of
the sleeve can be gathered
and finished with a band or
bias binding or may be
gathered using elastic.
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4. Puff sleeve gathered at
top and bottom: This is
the most common type of
puff sleeve. The sleeve
can be finished using
band or frill. This pattern
can also be used to make
a sleeve with gathers at
top edge but with
fullness at lower edge
left. To prepare the
pattern, draw the straight
line EF and then cut right
through all the slash
lines. Spread apart the
different sections
keeping the sleeve cap
line EF on a straight line.
Redrawing adding 1” to
2” extra length at top and
bottom.
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5. Bell sleeve: This is cut with
flare at the lower edge (extra
fullness left as such). To
prepare the pattern, slash
from bottom upwards and
spread open the lower edge
as explained for puff sleeve
gathered at bottom only
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6. Bishop sleeve: This is a full
length or three quarter length
sleeve with gathers at the
lower edge set into a band or
cuff. For this, prepare a basic
long sleeve pattern using the
instruction given under full
sleeve shirt, draw slash lines
and cut along them from
bottom upwards, and spread
the lower part apart. A
peasant sleeve is the variation
of bishop sleeve.
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7. Circular sleeve: This is a
variation of bell sleeve
wherein the lower edge is
spread apart to such an
extent as to form a circle.
Even the top edge forms a
small circle and hence
sleeve can be made without
a underarm seam.
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8. Leg-o-mutton sleeve: The
leg-o mutton sleeve is
named for its resemblance
to a lamb’s leg. This is
along sleeve which is
tight fitting below the
elbow,and puffed above
with gathers at the top
edge. Prepare a long sleeve
prepare a long sleeve
pattern and draw line XY (
elbow line). Now draw
MN through middle of
sleeve. Slash along XY and
MN and spread the top
edge apart.
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Modified Kimono Sleeves Styles
1. BATWING SLEEVE: This is a modification of
kimono sleeve with very loose armhole and which
narrows to fit towards the wrist. It is resembling
the wing of the bat.

2. DOLMAN SLEEVE: This is a loose and baggy
type of sleeve with very deep armhole. This is a one
piece sleeve which is an extension of the bodice. There
will be no seam between bodice and sleeve, as it is cut as
one.
Questions:
A) Fill in the blanks:
1) Sleeves are functional in providing modesty, warmth, or ---------------.
2) It is possible to develop a variety of sleeve styles from the ------------sleeve pattern.
3) A kimono style is always cut with a deeper----------------.
4) Raglan sleeve have part of the sleeve attached to the ----------------5) A peasant sleeve is the variation of ------------ sleeve.
B) Answer the following:
1) Name some of the common sleeve styles.
2) Describe Bishop sleeve.
3) Write one point of difference between Puff sleeve gathered on top and
Puff sleeve gathered at bottom.
4) How are sleeves classified?
5) Describe Leg-o-mutton sleeve.
C) With the help of the diagram show how basic sleeve block is adapted
to:
1) Puff sleeve gathered at top and bottom.
2) Circular sleeve.
3) Bishop sleeve.
4) Bell sleeve.
5) Leg-o-mutton sleeve.
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sub unit ii
SKIRTS
Introduction
A skirt is the lower part of a dress or gown, covering the person from the waist
downwards, or a separate outer garment serving this purpose.
The hemline of skirts can vary from micro to floor-length. Most skirts are selfstanding garments, but some skirt may be part of another garment such
as leggings, shorts, and swimsuits.
In the western world, skirts are more commonly worn by women; with some
exceptions such as the Izaar which is worn by Muslim cultures and
the kilt which is a traditional men's garment in Scotland and Ireland.
A skirt can be a draped garment made out of a single piece of material but most
skirts are fitted to the body at the waist or hips and fuller below, with the
fullness introduced by means of darts, gores, pleats, or panels.
Types of skirts
A-Line Skirts
This skirt style was named ‘A-Line’ because they fit
tightly at the waist, emphasizing hips and thighs but
further down they flare, just like the shape of a letter
‘A’

Godet skirts – Features are fabric in triangular
pieces that are inserted from the body to the
hemline. This creates a slimming look for those
with a wider waist, and draws attention from this
area to the hemline.
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Straight skirts – Whereas A-line skirts expanded from
waist to hemline, Straight skirts maintain the same width
from the waistline all the way down to the hem. These
are suitable for formal occasions, and lengths range from
ankle to knee.

Wrap skirt – This type of skirt is primarily just a
rectangular piece of fabric, which you wrap around your
waist. Wraps are suitable for both thinner and curvier
women because the fabric is looser. After you wrap the skirt,
the style may even reflect a straight or A-line skirt.

Circular skirt – The reason that this style is named
thus is because the hemline creates a perfect circle. If
you’re thinner, go for shorter length and curvier
women may want to consider a longer length because
of the volume. Longer variations of this style are
suitable for formal as well as special occasions.

Draped skirt – The draped skirt can be worn by all
women, as the fabric made for this dress has a slimming
effect.

Tulip skirt – Overlapping pieces of fabric like the
petals of a tulip form this style of skirt. Length is
usually to the knee or longer, but not below mid-calf.
Again, this style creates a slimming effect and can be
considered for wear by all body types.
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Gored Skirt Pattern
Although the gored skirt resembles an A-line silhouette, the skirt pattern differs.
Beginners and sewing enthusiasts can create the gored skirt pattern with three
measurements: waist circumference, hip circumference and the desired skirt
length. Since the skirt is made of a series of stitched sectional panels, these
measurements are divided according to the amount of panels in your skirt
design. Once complete, the gored pattern generally resembles an elongated
triangle shape with the top point horizontally snipped away, producing a
trapezoid-like pattern.

Questions
1. Define a Skirt
2. What is a Kilt Skirt?
3. Differentiate between A- line Skirt and Straight Skirt.
4. With the help of Basic Skirt Block adapt to a Circular Skirt.
5. What is a Wrap Skirt?
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sub unit iii
UNDERLYING FABRICS






Introduction
Underlining
Interfacing
Interlining
Lining

Introduction:
The underlying fabrics of a
garment can be considered tools
with which to build a better
garment. Each of themunderlining, interfacing,
interlining and lining-has a
specific function that influences
the garment’s finished
appearance.
Many types of underlying fabrics
can be used; however the order of
application is always underlining
first, interfacing next, then
interlining, and finally lining.
UNDERLINING
Underlining is a lightweight fabric that is applied to the wrong side of the
garment fabric primarily to give additional strength, support, and durability
to the garment. Underlining also helps to maintain the shape of the garment, to
reinforce the seams and gives a degree of opaqueness to the garment fabric.
Underlining fabrics are made from various fibers, finished in several different
hands (soft, medium, and crisp), and
available in a wide range of colours.
When deciding which underlining fabric is
suitable, look for one that matches the
garment fabric in care requirements. Use a
woven underlining with a woven garment
fabric and cut out both on the same grain.
Knits are not usually underlined but they
can be if this is desired. A woven
underlining cut on straight grain will restrict the give of the knit; a woven
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underlining cut on the bias will allow the knit some give.
Choose a soft underlining for soft garment fabric to maintain the softness of the
garment; a crisp underlining to give the garment fabric some crispness.
As for the colour of the underlining, choose one that will not show through
enough to change the colour impression of the garment fabric. As a final
selection test, drape together all fabrics to be used to see if they will function
well together and complement the garment design.
INTERFACING
An interfacing is an extra piece of fabric attached between the garment and the
lining or the facing. Interfacings are applied to give
strength, support, shape and stiffness. It is applied to
certain areas of the garment such as collars, plackets,
belts, pockets flaps, lapels, hems and the salwar
“pauncha”.
Woven interfacings are usually cut on the straight
grain; non-woven has no grain and can be cut in
direction. Both types are stable but there are ‘all-bias’
nonwovens which have some give in all directions
and are suitable for knits. If a degree of give is desired
with a woven interfacing, it should be cut on the bias.
With most iron-on, woven or non-woven, there is no
give once they are ironed into place. Generally, a
woven interfacing (especially hair canvas) will shape
better than a nonwoven.
Interfacings are cut without seam allowance because it is not pliable and will
add to the bulk of the seam .The interfacing is basted onto the facing or lining
and held in place by the top stitching after it has been turned back.
Choose an interfacing that will complement, reinforce the garment fabric and
requires same care requirements.
Interfacings may be made from different fibers and come in several weights and
degree of crispness; they are as follows:
Buckram is the most commonly used interfacing. It should be closely woven so
that it does not shrink on wash.
Non-woven interfacings: used for soft collars.
Fusible interfacings which are ironed on and are easy to handle.
Hair canvas which is heavy cotton with hair added in the weave.
Organdie can be used as interfacing for light-weight fabrics such as net and
lace.
Nylon net is washable and retains most of its crispness, useful for children’s
clothes. It may be attached only inside the hem-fold to hold out the flare in the
skirt.
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INTERLINING
Interlining is a special type of underlying fabric whose
main purpose is to insulate a garment, to keep the
wearer warm. An interlining must have some insulating
property built into it, as a napped fabric has. It can also
be used to change the garment’s drape if it needs to add
more body.
Interlinings should be lightweight but not thick; they
should not add bulk to a garment. The most familiar
interlining choices are flannel, flannelette and brushed
cotton.
When interlining is plan make sure, that there is adequate wearing ease to
accommodate the added thickness.
Interlining is generally used in collar, cuffs, waistband, and front facing of coat,
outwear plackets, jackets, blazers etc.
There are two methods of applying interlining:
 Applying the interlining to the lining
 Applying interlining to garment and then line the garment.
LINING
A lining is applied to the inside of a garment to finish it and to conceal the
garment’s inner construction. A garment lining is
generally referred to and treated as a “supportive ″
fabric. It gives durability to the garment, adds some
degree of warmth and permits the garment to be
taken on and off the body with ease.
Lining is applied on transparent fabric to give it
thickness. It may be applied on fabrics like silk or
brocade to give strength at the seams and on wool
and organdie which are uncomfortable when in
direct contact with the skin.
No matter what type of garment it is used in-dress,
coats, jackets, pants-a lining is a luxurious as well as functional finishing touch
.Most often made from a relatively slippery fabric, a lining can match or
contrast the colour of the garment. It can even be made of a printed fabric, as
long as it does not show through.
Choose lining which is either woven or knitted as long as it requires the same
treatment as garment. It should be firm, colorfast to perspiration, breathable,
withstand strain and abrasion.
Lining fabrics are usually slippery and silky, for example satin and taffeta.
Other types of lining fabrics like mulmul, voile, cambric etc. which may be used
for effect. Cambric may be used to line silk and brocade. Satin and taffeta are
used to line coats; and skirts are lined with cambric or taffeta.
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Treatment given to lining fabric: All lining fabrics should be pressed, preshrunk (pre-washed or dry- cleaned) prior to cutting and tested for colorfastness.
Points to remember while attaching lining:
 Is cut sufficiently larger than the fashion garment to provide length
and width fitting ease(generally at center back, armhole, hem edge,
sleeve hem, shoulder)
 Is completely or partially attached to the fashion garment.
 Is attached or secured to fashion garment with an inconspicuous,
secure stitch by machine and /or hand.
 Is smooth and neat in appearance, free from unsightly wrinkles,
conceals all, or a portion, of the fashion garment’s inner construction.
 Cannot be seen from outside (right side) of the garment.
Note: Lining, Interfacing, Interlining, and Underlining –All of these refer fabric
to construction details that are usually hidden from view when a person is
wearing a garment, but they serve an important function in maintaining the
shape and comfort of the creation.
Question:
1) Why lining is attached to a garment?
2) State the difference between lining and interlining?
3) What points are to be kept in mind while choosing the underlining?
4) State the methods of applying interlining.
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Unit 5 sub unit i
COLLARS
Introduction
Creating variety in collar designs
Factors to be considered in designing collar styles
Classification of collars
Preparing patterns for different types of collars
Introduction to Collars
In clothing, a collar is the part of a shirt, dress, coat or blouse that fastens
around the neckline of a garment. It is a design feature that frames the face. It is
added to the garment neckline edge to create variation in line, shape, colour or
texture in order to enhance its appearance. Proportion and shape are critical in
the success of a collar. It also serves to finish the raw edges at the neckline.
Collars are usually made of double layers of fabric (with or without an
interfacing). In every collar one must distinguish the outer edge and the inner
edge of a collar. The set of the collar i.e, the way it lies and fits at the neck,
depends on the shape of the inner edge or sewing-on edge. This in turn depends
on the difference in length between the two edges. The collar is attached to the
neckline with the outer edge hanging free. Since collars form a back ground for
the face, great care has to be taken in designing collar styles to suit the wearer.
DESIGNING COLLARS
Creating variety in collar designs
Collars can be designed in various shapes and sizes to create variety. A
simple collar design can be made to look decorative and individualistic by
introducing suitable trimmings such as scallops, frills, tucks, gathers, smocking,
buttons, lace, bows, rickrack, embroidery etc. A collar may be cut out of a
material differing in colour, design, texture and grain from the rest of the
garment to produce interesting effect for example, a printed dress may be
designed with a plain collar or a plain dress with a printed collar, a white or
light collar may be used on a dark coloured dress or vice versa, etc. On a
checked fabric the collar will be effective if it is cut on bias while the rest of the
garment is cut on straight grain.
Factors to be considered in designing collar styles
1)
Design of the fabric: The collar design should harmonize with the fabric
design. Fabrics with large checks or stripes are more suitable for making
straight line or square shaped collars than collars with round or curved lines.
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Similarly you should avoid floral designs and curved designs when making
collars in which straight lines predominate.
2)
Colour and texture of the fabric: There should be harmony between the
collar fabric and dress fabric with regard to colour and texture. The texture of
the fabric also has an effect on the collar style: a standing collar like the Chinese
collar will look its best if made out of firm material, while rippled collars call
for a soft material. Take care to use pleasing colour combinations without too
much contrast or too much similarity.
3)
Pattern of the garment: The design of the collar should suit the pattern
of the dress. For example, certain collars like rippled collar, peter pan etc. are
suitable for dresses with frilled skirts, while straight line collars are more
suitable on A-line or straight line styles. The size of the collar should be
proportionate to the size of the dress. The design of the collar should harmonize
with other structural details (pockets, sleeves, plackets).
4)
Purpose and use of the garment: For school uniforms, home wear
garments etc., select simple collar designs without decorative details. Flat
collars are more comfortable than standing or roll collars and are therefore
advised for garments for casual wear.
5)
Sex and age of the wearer: Certain collars like Peter Pan collar, rippled
collar etc. give a feminine touch to the garment. Straight line collars are
masculine in appearance and are more suited to men’s garments. Sailor’s collar,
cape collar etc. look effective and good only on children’s garments. Older
women should avoid collars in unusual shapes and sizes and collars with
decorative details.
6)
Appearance of the wearer: Facial shape, size of the neck etc. are
important factors to be considered while designing collars. For Example, a
round face will appear rounder in a very round collar, but very pointed or square
collar also emphasizes the roundness because of the marked contrast in shape. A
medium oval shaped collar will be the best choice for this type of face. For
people with thin long necks select standing collars or collars with slight roll, and
avoid low necklines. Long pointed collars are flattering to men with broad face
and short neck, whereas a collar with short points and broad spacing between
the points is more suitable for long slender face. (The broad spacing gives the
impression of width desirable in this case).
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CLASSIFICATION OF COLLARS
Collars are classified according to their various characteristics such as
a)
Width of the collar
b)
Shape of its outer edge
c)
The neckline shape
d)
Roll of the collar.
The following are examples of collars differing in width and shape of the outer
edge:
1)
Peter Pan collar is a narrow collar with rounded ends.
2)
Sailor collar is a wide collar having a square shape at the back and V
shape in front.
3)
Cape collar is wide round collar.
4)
Puritan collar is a wide collar with long pointed ends in front.
With respect to the neckline shape and roll, collars may be classified as
rippled, flat, partial roll, full roll and standing types. Each type is discussed in
detail further below. The way the collar rolls (rises up) from the neckline edge
or whether it ripples or stays flat is determined by the shape of the neckline
edge of the collar as compared with the neckline edge of the garment. The
dotted line in Fig. indicates the actual neckline shape of the garment as well as
that of a flat collar. If the centre back edges of all these types of collar patterns
are kept together as shown in Fig., you will be able to compare their neckline
shapes. (The notch indicating the shoulder point is on the neckline). The
neckline curve goes from deep concave (inward curve) in the rippled collar to
convex (outward curve) in standing collar. You can see from the figure that the
outer edge of the
collar becomes
shorter as the
neckline curve
becomes
straighter.
(It is longest in
the rippled collar
and shortest in
the standing
collar).
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1) Rippled collar: If the neckline edge of the
collar is more inwardly curved than the
actual neck edge of the garment, the collar
will ripple. The patterns for this type of
collar is prepared from flat collar pattern
by slash and spread method.

2) Flat collar: When the neckline edge of the
collar has the same identical curve as the
garment neckline, the collar will be
absolutely flat. The method used to make
the pattern for this type of collar is by
duplicating the neckline area of the
garment.

3) Partial roll collar: When the neckline edge
of the collar is less concave or straighter
than the garment neckline, the collar rolls
up partially. Patterns for partial roll
collars are usually made from flat collar
patterns by slash and overlap method or
from full roll collar pattern by slash and
spread method.
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4) Full roll collar: The neckline edge of this
type of collar is in the shape of a straight
line and the collar rolls up fully above
the neckline at centre back. The pattern
for this collar is drafted using the
neckline measurement.
Note: In rolled collars the part we do not see,
which provides the height of the roll, is called a
stand. The line where the roll leaves the stand
is called the break line, crease line, roll line or
fold line.

5) Standing collar: The neckline edge of this
type of collar has a convex curve and the
collar stands up close to the neck. The pattern
for this type of collar is made by a
combination of neckline measurement and
slashes method.

PREPARING PATTERNS FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF COLLARS
General instructions:
1)
Seam allowances are not included in the collar patterns described in this
chapter and therefore allowances must be left on cloth at the time of cutting.
2)
Bodice pattern used for making collar patterns should not have any seam
allowances.
3)
Remember that the pattern making instructions are only for one half of
the collar. To cut a full collar, place the edge which is labeled as “fold” to a
folded edge of cloth.
4)
The number of collar pieces to be cut using the collar pattern and the
grain line marking should be indicated inside each pattern.
5)
Most collars are cut out of two layers of fabric. For some collars it is
advisable to cut an interfacing to give it a stiff appearance.
Methods used for making collar patterns:
1)
Duplicating the neck line area of the garment: This method is used for
making patterns for flat collars and collars with slight roll. Details are given
under Peter Pan collar
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2)
Drafting the collar using the neckline measurement: this method is
used for full roll, turtle neck and standing collars.
3)
Adapting the pattern for one type of collar from another type of collar
by slash and lap method or slash and spread method. Refer to instructions given
under partial roll Peter Pan collar and rippled collar for this method.

Collar Styles
Common collar styles and the procedure for making the pattern for each
style are described below. Seam allowances are not included in the patterns.
Flat collars: (Duplicating method)
To make the pattern for flat collars, first of all duplicate the neckline area of the
garment as explained.
Keep the front and back bodice patterns together on a paper with neckline points
at shoulder lines touching and with the patterns overlapping by ½ʺ to3/4ʺ near
the armhole. Trace the outline of the upper part of the bodice i.e. the Centre
front, neckline and centre back. Modify the neckline if needed and draw the
outline of the outer edge of the collar as per the pattern.
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The following collars come under flat collars--a) Peter pan Collar- This is a flat collar with rounded ends widely used on
children’s garments. There are two types of flat peter pan collars .
i)
One piece Peter Pan collar-This is
applied on front open dresses. At the
back the collar is continuous and in
front it is divided with rounded
ends.
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ii) Two piece Peter Pan collar-This collar is
applied on back open dresses. It has rounded ends
in front as well as at the back.
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b) Cape collar-This is a wide
round collar covering the full
shoulder of back open dresses.
This collar is continuous in
front.
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c) Scalloped collar- This is a wide
round collar with an outer scalloped
edge. It is applied on back open
dresses.
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d) Sailor collar- This collar is
suitable for children. It can
be applied on baba suits and
little girls dresses. The front
garment neckline is modified
to a V shape. It has a placket
opening placed in front.
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e) Square collar- This collar is applied on a
back open dress. It is usually used on girls
dresses. The garment front and back
neckline is modified to a square. The outer
edge of the collar also has a square shape.
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f) Puritan collar-This is a wide collar
with long pointed ends in front. It
is attached on back open garment.
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Rippled collar: (Adaptation method)
a)
Rippled collar – This is a single
layer collar with the outer edge finished
with beading or very narrow hem.
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b) Flared jabot collar-This collar is a variation of a rippled collar. The garment
neckline is modified to a V-shape. This collar is applied only on the front part of
the garment.
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Partial roll collar: (Adaptation method)
a) Partial roll Peter Pan collar- This collar is attached on a front open
garment. It is prepared by adapting the flat collar pattern.
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b) Partial roll Convertible collarThis collar is adapted from full
roll convertible collar.
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Full roll collar: (Drafting method)
a) Polo collar- Also known as Turtle neck collar. It stands up and then rolls
back down. It is attached on a back open garment. It is usually cut on a
true bias. If the neckline is lowered enough so that the dress needs no
opening, this collar is constructed as a complete circle.

Raise the neckline by1/4” to ½” at the centre front or make the neckline
wider by making the shoulder narrower.
Draw a rectangle ABCD with AB= ½ neckline measurement
BC=2 times the width of the finished collar when folded down
=2x1.5=3”.
Label line AD as centre front and AB and AD on fold. Mark the grain
line as shown.

b) Full roll convertible collar- This type of collar is used mainly on men’s
and boy’s shirts. It can be used on children’s garments and ladies tops
also. It can be worn closed or open. Convertible collars can be of 3 types.
In the first type, the neckline edge is a straight line. This is easier for
beginners to attach and is used on sport blouses, night shirts and
children’s garments. At the back of the neck it pokes out in a slight peak.
In the second type, the neckline has a convex curve. This type fits more
snugly against the neck than does the straight collar. The third type has a
concave neckline edge. It does not poke out at centre back like the
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straight type, neither does it fit snugly. It is more comfortable to wear
than the convex curve type.

Draw rectangle ABCD with AB= ½ neckline measurement (front and back)BCwidth of the collar ( 2” for children and 21/2” -3” for adults). Label AD as centre
back line which is on fold. Extend AB to F taking BF=1/2” for children and 1”
for adults. Connect CF. AFCD is the pattern for the straight convertible collar.
To make the collar with convex neck edge, mark E,1/2” below D and connect
EC as shown. AFCE is the pattern for this collar. To make the collar with
concave neckline, mark a point 1/2” above D and join this point to C. Line AF is
the outer edge of the collar and this can be a seam or a fold.

Standing collar: (Drafting method)
a) Chinese collar – Also known as mandarin collar or military collar. This is
a narrow collar ( about 1” wide) that stands up above the neckline of the
garment all around. It is usually applied to front open garments.
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To make the pattern, draw rectangle ABCD with AB=1/2 neckline measurement
BC= collar width + ¾”(13/4 ”-21/4” ). Mark DS=1/2 back neckline measurement.
Mark E, 3/4” below A. F, ¾” above C and G , ½” to ¾” away from B. Connect
all lines as shown .

Question:
1) Why is a collar attached to a garment?
2) What are the factors to be considered while selecting a collar?
3) List the classification of collars.
4) Explain “Rippled collar”
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sub unit ii






FABRIC SELECTION
Introduction
Selecting fabric to suit the person
Selecting fabric to suit the dress style
Selecting fabric to suit the occasion
Precautions to be taken while working with different kinds of fabrics

Fabric is an integral part of dressmaking and its proper selection is of the utmost
importance. It has to be selected to suit the personality of the wearer, the style
of the dress, the occasion for which it is to be worn and for its fit and drape.
The quality of the fabric is dependent on the type of fibre, its inherent
characteristics, its thickness, the number of twists, the fabric construction and
the finishes applied. Fibres can be natural such as cotton, linen, wool and silk or
man-made such as rayon, nylon and terylene.
Fabric is woven, knitted or felted. Knitted fabrics are made with yarns looped
together. These fabrics stretch more, do not crease easily and are ideally suited
for sports and casual wear. Knits are made of cotton, man-made fibres or their
blends.
Felted fabrics are generally made of wool. These are made by pressing loose
fibres together with heat and moisture.
The fabrics most commonly used are those that are woven. The fibres are first
converted into yarns. These yarns may be fine or coarse, tightly or loosely
twisted, smooth or rough. The warp or lengthwise yarns are stronger and are
held taut on the loom .The weft or crosswise yarns are then used to interlace or
weave into fabric. The warp yarns are closer together at the two edges and as
the weft yarns turn at the edge they add additional firmness. This is known as
the selvedge. The direction of the yarn in a fabric is known as grain. In the
direction of the warp yarn is lengthwise grain that is parallel to the selvedge,
and the direction of weft yarn is crosswise grain. The closer the weave of the
warp and weft yams, the higher the count, the finer the fabric. Loosely woven
fabric is coarse and has less number of yarns per square inch.
The warp yarns and the selvedges are parallel to each other and the crosswise
yarns are at right angles to the warp yarns. A proper right angle ensures that the
grain of the fabric is perfect. A perfect grain is essential for good sewing as it
affects the fall or drape of the garment.
Fabrics are woven in different ways to create various textures. It is texture that
affects both the visual and tactile quality of fabrics. The visual quality of the
fabric, such as its roughness or smoothness, its shine or dullness, depends on the
amount of light that is reflected. Smooth fabrics will reflect more light than
coarse fabrics.
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When we say that fabric is soft or rough to the touch, we are referring to its
tactile quality. It could be stiff or silky, warm or cool. While selecting fabrics,
people usually drape them across the shoulder or feel them between their
fingers. To most people the tactile quality of fabric is more important than the
visual.
Fabrics are selected according to season. We select cotton for summer because it
is light and absorbent. Silk and wool are ideal for winter as these have a natural
insulating property. Synthetic fabrics are suitable for the monsoon because these
generally have low water absorption and do not go limp in damp weather.
Moreover, they dry very quickly.'
Fabrics can have a psychological effect on the wearer. People feel delicate and
feminine in chiffons, fresh in organdie or crisp in cottons, dignified in silk and
rustic in handlooms.
After the cloth has been woven, it is dyed, printed and treated chemically, to
give different finishes to improve its feel, texture, colour and performance.
Some of the common finishes are mercerization (cottons and linen) to give
luster and strength and better affinity for dyes, sanforization (pre-shrunk) will
not shrink more than the percentage indicated if care instruction are followed
and wash-n-wear finish to make the fabric crease-resistant.
Some fabrics are made up of two or more types of fibres and are known as
blends. Fabrics are blended to improve quality, create variety and sometimes to
reduce the cost.
Tericotton is a blend - of polyester and cotton. It has the moisture-absorption
quality of cotton as well as the crease-resistant quality of polyester, thus making
it more comfortable to wear and easy to care for.
Cotton and silk are blended to make fabric stronger and less expensive than
pure silk. This blend has the lustre of silk and is both attractive and durable.
With so many new varieties of fabric in the market it is important to know and
understand their properties and characteristics in order to make a correct choice.
For those with less experience in judging quality, it is best to look for the details
on the labels.
While buying blends it is important to know the proportion in which the two
fibres have been blended to be able to understand how the fabric will behave.
Tericotton fabrics that have a higher percentage of cotton will be easier to
handle, being less slippery but will form wrinkles more easily. They will be less
expensive and more comfortable to wear than those that have a higher
percentage of polyester fibres.
SELECTING FABRIC TO SUIT THE PERSON
Fabric should be selected to suit the type of person and also the figure.
Soft fabrics such as voile, silk, chiffon, and crepe drape into gentle folds and are
ideal for the woman who likes to appear feminine and delicate.
Firmly woven fabrics feel crisp and smooth. They flatter a heavy figure, giving
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a smooth line without adding bulk. Firm fabrics include cottons such as denim
and man-made fibres such as tericotton, terene and finer corduroy.
Heavy fabrics such as tweed, velvet, corduroy and brushed cotton add bulk to
the body.
Shiny and lustrous fabrics reflect light and emphasize body contours. These
should be worn only by the slim figure with the right body proportions. Dull
textures fabrics absorb light and as a result do not enlarge the body size.
SELECTION OF FABRIC TO SUIT DRESS STYLES
It is important to understand fabrics and the way they behave to be able to make
the right selection for a particular style. Fabric is suitable for a style if it takes
the shape or silhouette required of the style. Garment design details call for
varying degrees of fabric manipulation. Fabric to be eased in the case of set-in
sleeves requires compression into the sleeve cap to enable it to fit smoothly into
the armscye. Firmly woven and crease resistant fabrics resist compression and
stretching, making eased construction difficult.
If the style is of an A-line dress which is required to stand away from the body,
the fabric texture should be firm, stiff and should have weight.
If the style calls for gathers or frills, the fabric should be soft and pliable so that
the gathers form and fall well. The fall of the fabric can be tested by holding it
in folds.
A soft, knitted fabric clings to the body but is comfortable as it allows
movement. Jersey and knitted garments need careful handling as they stretch.
So the design of the garment should be simple, having minimum seams and
should be cut with enough ease added to avoid cling.
Crisp and stiff fabrics are less flexible and do not cling to the body. Thus, they
have the ability to hide figure irregularities. Fabric chosen for pleated styles
should be firm in order to hold the crease well.
Pure silk is the finest and most luxurious of fabrics. There is a certain amount of
resilience in the yarn which lends itself to a perfect fit.
Fabrics that are of a plain weave can have elaborate styles and trimmings,
whereas those that are elaborately woven should be used for plain styles that
enhance the beauty of the weave.

SELECTION OF FABRIC TO SUIT THE OCCASION
The basic rule for dress is that darker colours and shiny fabrics are for evening
and night-wear. Lighter colours and dull textures are appropriate for day-wear.
Knitted fabrics are ideal for sports and casual-wear.
Garments that are to be worn for long periods of time should be made from
fabric that is comfortable. Garments that are to be worn for a shorter period of
time may be of fabric that is in fashion.
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PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN WHILE WORKING WITH
DIFFERENT KINDS OF FABRICS
There are certain fabrics that require special care while cutting, sewing and
pressing.
Sheers: is a fabric made using thin thread and is transparent and flimsy.
Cutting Sheer fabrics do not stay in place easily and
should be either pinned or stuck with cello tape onto the
cutting table.
Stitching Tissue paper should be placed under the fabric
to add weight to enable proper sewing. This also prevents
the fabric surface from getting caught in the feed. The
seams should be narrow so that they do not show through.
A French seam may be used to give a neat finish. The
dart width should be trimmed and finished with zig- zag edge stitching. If any
area needs to be faced, it is best to face the whole section rather than have a
seam or edge showing through the fabric. Interfacing destroys the see-through
quality of sheers; lining may be used at the belt and cuffs where stiffness is
required. Hems should be about 8-10 centimetres wide. The slip worn under a
sheer dress should be considered as part of the dress and should be thick enough
and of good quality. The slip or skirt lining should be only about 2-3
centimetres shorter than the dress. A rolled hem is suitable for sheer fabrics
such as crepe, chiffon and organdie.
Pressing steam causes some sheers to shrink. Press lightly to avoid
overpresssing.
Lace: is a delicate fabric made of yarn or thread in an open weblike pattern.
Cutting For stretch lace allow it to relax overnight, if not pattern pieces may
shrink. Work on a large and smooth surface. Use pattern weight rather than pins
while cutting to have better hold.
Stitching an overlock or enclosed seams must be worked to give neat seam
finish or the garment should be underlined to conceal them. Lace fabrics having
a scalloped edge may be used at the hemline of a skirt or at the sleeve.
Pressing steam may cause some lace to shrink. Press the laced garment lightly.
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Crepe: fabrics are crisp and have puckered appearance and can be thin sheer,
fine, opaque or even heavy.
Cutting Crepe fabrics tend to stretch and should be
allowed to hang whiling overnight before cutting.
Stitching while stitching tissue paper is placed under to
prevent fabric getting caught in feed dog and to add
weight. A french seam may be used to give a neat finish.
The finished garment should also be hung for some time
before finishing the hemline. A rolled hem is suitable for
crepe fabrics.
Pressing steam causes some crepes to shrink or pucker, a
light touch is necessary to avoid overpressing.
Velvet and Corduroy: These fabrics have a raised pile surface.
Cutting Pattern pieces should be placed in the same direction as the pile.
Stitching The tension of the spool thread should be slightly loose to avoid
puckering.
Pressing it is difficult to press velvet. Use light movements if pressed to avoid
flattening of pile. The best way is to hang the garment.

Wool: Woollen fabrics should be straightened and pre-shrunk.
Cutting If the wool is thick, it may need to be cut on a single layer. Since woolstretches easily on curved lines, it should be
stay-stitched as soon as it has been cut.
Stitching Stitches should be slightly loose to
avoid puckering. Whilst machining, use light
pressure of the presser foot. All seams should be
interlocked.
Pressing use light movements so that the pile
does not get flattened. Wool should also be
pressed lightly and carefully; too much heat can
destroy its natural resilience. Use a damp muslin
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cloth on the surface to be ironed.
Silk: These are expensive and regarded as the most
luxurious textile.
Cutting while cutting use fine pins and needles so that the
surface is not marred.
Stitching Silks which are light in weight have to be lined.
Interfacings may also be used to give stiffness and body to
the garment. Silk fabric ravels easily and requires zigzag
edge finishing or French seams.
Pressing A steam iron should be used to prevent water
spotting.
Knitted fabrics: are constructed by interlocking yarns. They stretch and resist
wrinkling. Cutting Knitted fabrics should be hung
on a rod for a few days before cutting.
Stitching Avoid combining knitted fabrics with
other fabrics as they tend to pull the knitted fabric
out of shape and also because they drape or hang
differently. Knitted fabrics should be sewn with a
synthetic thread. The tension of the thread should
be kept looser than usual. The seams should be
stretched slightly while sewing to prevent the
stitches from breaking during wear. Knitted
garments should have a single fold at the hem, the
edge of which is finished by lock stitching.

Plaids, Stripes and Figure Prints: Always buy an evenly woven plaid. The
plaids and stripes have to be matched at all seams. They may be cut in different
directions for variation in design.
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While buying printed fabrics, note the direction of the motifs. If they are in all
directions then there is no problem. But if the figures are in one direction only,
care should be taken to cut all pieces of the garment accordingly.

Question:
1) Why are Knitted fabrics ideal for sports and casual wear?
2) Why are fabric selected according to the season?
3) State the characteristics of woven fabrics.
4) What are blended fabrics?
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sub unit iii
PROCESS OF COMMERCIAL GARMENT
PRODUCTION
 Introduction
 History of Garment Industry
 Stepwise garments manufacturing sequence on industrial basis
Introduction
Production is one of the three integral phases of fashion manufacturing. Without
design, there would be nothing to sell; without sales, there would be no reason
to produce. That means, sales will not continue if orders are not filled properly
and delivered on time.
There are two philosophies of production planning: Make- to -order and
Make- to- stock.
The traditional production strategy used by fashion companies to match
production with consumer demand forecasts is called make- to -stock. The
make- to- stock (MTS) method forecasts demand to determine how much stock
should be produced. If demand for the product can be accurately forecasted, the
MTS strategy can be an efficient choice. Trend forecasting agencies predict
future fashion trends in order to help the designers and producers to make
better, more confident decisions to deliver the right product at the right time.
However, when the season arrives, the demand for some products may be
bigger and shops can lose customers due to shortages. Inaccurate forecasts can
also lead to losses stemming from excessive inventory or stock outs.
An alternate production strategy is to make- to- order (MTO) – a
manufacturing process in which manufacturing starts only after a customer’s
order is received. This method is used specially by producers of better quality,
lower volume fashion. Make- to- order also typically allows consumers to
purchase products that are customized to their specifications. This approach
eliminates the problem of excessive inventory that is common with the
traditional make- to- stock.

Garment manufacturers are primarily engaged in the designing, cutting and
sewing of garments from fabric. Some manufacturers are contractors or
subcontractors, which generally manufacture apparel from materials owned by
other firms. Larger manufacturers often contract production to many such
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contractors or subcontractors in the U.S. and abroad. Some manufacturers are
vertically integrated, producing the textiles from which they make garments, or
even operating retail outlets too.
History of Garment Industry
First sewing machine was invented in the Victorian era. After the development
of machines, elite class use to have a seamstress who stitched the clothes for
them on sewing machine. Before sewing machines everything was done by
hand. The seamstresses went to the home of the woman who wanted to stitch
the clothes. As industrial revolution started in the 19th century, garment
industry too began to evolve but it was in its infancy and had no developed
system for garment manufacturing. Seamstresses observed that they can develop
standard patterns which can fit more than one woman. They developed a
mathematical sizing system to accommodate most women with very few
patterns. As businessmen, interested in lowering costs, they continued
developing these patterns to become paper “information systems” engineered to
control quantities of exact reproductions in cutting and stitching clothing in
mass production systems.
The apparel industry grew from these tailors/businessmen, as they built
manufacturing factories for production, which pattern engineering
accommodated. Pattern engineering grew a great industry in the early and mid20th century. Pattern making was first taught to “apprentices” who were called
“designers”. Creative designers of styles didn’t exist in the early 20th century.
Paris was centre of the developments in style and creation in garments at that
time and many other countries copied from there. Later designers created
booklets for teaching the pattern making systems mathematically – that came to
be called “pattern drafting”. One dis-advantage of mass production was that
designers put little effort in bringing new designs and patterns but they either
copied or else made very little changes. Even today the readymade garment
industry does not bring too many new ideas in the products rather it is creating
mass garments to reduce cost. Garment industry has developed many new and
time saving techniques, processes and machinery for the effective production
today. The most important is the CAD/CAM which enables the designer,
pattern maker, marker and grader to do their jobs precisely and effectively.
CAD and CAM are two technologies that have made prominent changes in the
way garment manufacturing was done in previous eras. Today all large garment
manufacturing companies have developed CAD/CAM system to do the process
of garment manufacturing. CAD is an abbreviation for computer-aided design
and CAM for computer-aided machine. CAD/CAM is computer software that
controls the production of garments. In CAD, the designer designs the garments
by using any suitable software like Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Corel
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Draw etc. and in CAM the cutters, sewers, graders and markers control the
process of development.
The designer creates 2-D or 3-D model of design in CAD and CAM as a
software numerically controls the machines that generates the production.
There are several advantages of CAD/CAM over manual method of designing
and production of garments:
•
The expense and time is reduced in a considerable manner when
compared to the laborious manual work of designing.
•
Designing can be done from anywhere as the designers are able to control
the process from remote locations as well.
•
The data can be easily stored, transmitted, and transported through
computer files.
•
Digital swatches can be saved on floppy disks, zip disks, CD-ROM or
hard drive thus saving space. Moreover they can be easily organized for fast and
easy retrieval.
•
The designs can be easily customized and personalized as corrections and
editing can be done at any time without significant delays or cost increases.
•
The designers don't need to produce swatches all the time as they can
now see how a particular fabric or garment looks in different colours and shapes
on computer screen itself.

Production in Garment Industry
Stepwise garments manufacturing sequence on industrial basis is given
below:
Design / Sketch
↓
Pattern Design
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↓
Sample Making
↓
Production Pattern
↓
Grading
↓
Marker Making
↓
Spreading
↓
Cutting
↓
Sorting/Bundling
↓
Sewing/Assembling
↓
Inspection
↓
Pressing/ Finishing
↓
Final Inspection
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↓
Packing
↓
Dispatch
Sequence of Garments Manufacturing are given below in details:
1. Design/Sketch:
In the garment manufacturing the first step is designing the sketch for the
dresses that have to be prepared. For this purpose the designer first draws
several rough sketches in the sketch book. The designer does not go for details
at this moment but he rather let his creativity flow on the paper and he draws
many sketches. Later these sketches are analysed by a panel of designers. They
finally select few out of them. These few sketches are rendered in detail
separately or in the form of a single collection. The designer also draws working
drawings along with the sketch. Working drawings are flat drawing of the
sketch and it helps pattern maker in understanding the patterns involved in the
construction.
2. Pattern Design:
Hard paper copy of each component of the garment of exact dimension is called
pattern. The patterns also includes seam allowance, trimming allowance, darts,
and pleats, ease allowance and any special design etc. Pattern design could also
be done manually or with the help of computer.
3. Sample Making:
The patterns are sent to the sewing unit for assembling them into garment. This
is usually stitched on calico or muslin which is an inferior quality of fabric and
it reduces cost. This sample is constructed to analyse the pattern, fit and design.
After the sample garment is stitched it is reviewed by a panel of designers,
pattern makers and sewing specialists. If any changes have to be made they are
made at this time.
4. Production Pattern:
The pattern design is now taken for creating the production pattern. The
production pattern is one which will be used for huge production of garments.
The pattern maker makes the patterns on standard pattern making paper. These
papers are made-up of various grades. The most important component, the
tissue paper pattern, is made from the lightest and thinnest paper commercially
available (it is not made at the pattern companies). It is called 7.5 lb (3.4 kg)
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basis paper, meaning that a ream of it (500 sheets) only weighs 7.5 lb (3.4 kg).
Garment patterns can be constructed by two means: manual method,
CAD/CAM method. Today many companies have developed CAD/CAM
because of the ease of designing patterns, fluency and precision involved which
cannot be guaranteed with the manual method. Investing once into the
CAD/CAM unit is worth in itself. Many buyers around the world prefer
manufacturers who are using CAD/CAM methods. The production patterns
created in CAD/CAM can be stored easily and they can be modified at any
point of time.
A garment sewing pattern or garment fabric & patterns draft is developed by
calculating, taking account of the following measurements: 1. Direct Sample.
2. Specification Sheet/ Measurement Chart.
3. Actual body size measurements.
4. Ease Allowances.
5. Sewing Allowance.
These allowances are different for different type of fabrics and patterns.
5. Grading:
The purpose of grading is to create patterns in different standard sizes. Grading
a pattern is really scaling a pattern up or down in order to adjust it for multiple
sizes. Pattern sizes can be large, medium and small or else there are standard
patterns of size 10, 12, 14, 16 and so on for different figure and statures sizes.
This is generally how we get S, M, L , XL, XXL sizing. Pattern grading by
manual method is a cumbersome task because the grader has to alter the pattern
on each and every point from armhole, to neckline, sleeve cap and wrist etc. by
using CAD it is much easier and faster.
6. Marker Making:
All the pattern pieces for all the required sizes are arranged on the paper in such
a way so that maximum number of garments could be produced with minimum
fabric wastage. Markers are made for 6, 12, 18, 24 etc. pieces. Marker is also
useful to estimate fabric consumption calculations.
7. Spreading:
It is the process of arranging fabrics on the spreading table as per length and
width of the marker in stack form. Normally height of the lay/fabric is limited
up to maximum six inches high. But 4 inch to 5 inch height of the lay is safe.
8. Fabric Cutting:
On the fabric lay/spread the marker paper is placed carefully and accurately, and
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pinned with the fabric to avoid unwanted movement or displacement of the
marker paper. Normally straight knife cutting machine is used to cut out the
garment components as per exact dimensions of each pattern in stack form. Care
must be taken to avoid cutting defects.
9. Sorting/ Bundling:
After cutting the entire fabric lay, all the garments components in stack form is
sorted out as per size and colour. To avoid mistake in sorting, it is better to use
code number on each pattern.
10. Sewing or Assembling:
It is the most important department/ section of a garment manufacturing
industry. Sewing machines of different types are arranged as a vertical line to
assemble the garments. Sequence of types of sewing machine arrangement
depends on sequence of assembling operations. Number of sewing machine per
line varies from 20 nos to 60 nos depending on the style of the garment to be
produced.
11. Inspection:
Each and every garment after sewing passes through the inspection table/ point,
where the garments are thoroughly and carefully checked to detect/find any
defect if present in the garment. The defects may be for example variation of
measurement, sewing defect, fabric defects, spots etc. If the defect is possible to
overcome, then the garment is sent to the respective person for correction. If the
defect is not correction able, then the garment is separated as wastage.
12. Pressing/ Finishing:
After passing through the inspection table, each garment is normally ironed/
pressed to remove unwanted crease and to improve the smoothness, so that the
garments looks nice to the customer. Folding of the garment is also done here
for poly packing of the garments as per required dimension.
13. Final Inspection:
It is the last stage of inspection of the manufactured garments on behalf of the
garment manufacturing organization, to detect any defective garments before
packing.
14. Packing:
After final inspection, the garments are poly-packed, dozen-wise, colour wise,
size ratio wise, bundled and packed in the cartoon. The cartoon is marked with
important information in printed form which is seen from outside the cartoon
easily.
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15. Dispatch:
The cartons of the manufactured garments are delivered or placed in the
dispatch department or finished product go down, from where the garments lot
is delivered for shipment.
Question:
1. State the difference between “make to order” and “make to stock’?
2. Give the advantages of CAD.
3. What is sorting /bundling?
4. Why do garments have to go through the process of “ inspection”?
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CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION
PRACTICALS
MARKS:100
NO OF UNITS: 04

Basic Adult’s Bodice Block and Sleeve Block

Sample measurements: Bust- 34”
Waist- 26”
Back width- 14”
Sleeve length- 7”
Waist length- 14”
Shoulder to bust- 9”
Distance between bust points- 6.5”
Hip- 36ʺ
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Instructions for drafting the bodice pattern:Construct rectangle ABCD as shown with the following dimensions, leaving an
extension of 2” beyond CD and AB.
AB= ½ (Bust +3 ½ʺ ease allowance) = ½ bust+1 ¾”
BC = Back waist length + ½”.
Label AD as center back and BC as center front.
AE= ½ AB - ½ʺ.
This will make front width of the garment 2” larger than the back width.
For children and women with flat bust take AE = ½ AB.
Draw EF parallel to BC.
Back pattern is drawn within rectangle AEFD as explained below.
AG = ½ back width.
AH = 1/12 bust
Mark K, 1” below G and mark J, 1” below A. Connect JH as shown.
This is the back neckline.
Connect HK with a straight line. This is the back shoulder seam.
Mark EO = ¼ bust – (½ “to 1½ “) depending on the bust sizes(Refer to the table
for armscye and 1/12 bust values).
For those with bust measurement less than 30”, EO=1 /4 bust-½ “
For children this is taken as ¼ bust.
Draw GL parallel and equal to EO and connect LO.
Mark KX = 1/3 KL.
Connect KXO as shown for back armscye line.
Mark two notches at pt. z as shown. (Locate Z at the mid point of OX) These
notches should be matched to the notches on the back part of sleeve pattern
while assembling the garment.

Calculate back waist measurement and front waist measurement as follows.
Back waist = ½ waist – ½”
Front waist = ½ waist + ½”
(Those with trim figure and a flat stomach can take back waist and front waist
equal.)
Mark DM = ½ back waist + 1 ¼ “. (1” for dart and ¼” for ease)
Connect OM for back side seam.
Back dart – Mark N, mid point of DM. Draw NP perpendicular to DM and
equal to OF – 1”. Mark NQ=NR= ½”. Connect PQ and PR.
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Front pattern is drawn within rectangle BCFE as followsMark BG1 = AG- ¼ “(½ back width- ¼ “);
BH1=AH- ¼”;
BJ1= 1/12 bust + ¼”; and G1K1=1”
Mark H2, ¼” to ½” above H1. Join H2J1 for neckline and H2K1 for shoulder line.
(Instead you may join H1J1 and H1K1. But the above method will give better fit
for bust sizes above 31”).
Draw G1L1O as shown. Divide K1L1 into 3 equal parts and mark X1 and Y as
shown.
Mark YY1= 3/8” and X1X2= ½”. Connect k1X2Y1O for front armscye line. Mark
1 notch at Y1. (Front part of the sleeve also will be cut with 1 notch in a
corresponding position and while joining the sleeve to the armhole these
notches should be matched).
Mark CM1=1/2 front waist + 1 ¾” (1½” for darts and ¼” for ease).
Front waist line dart: BS= Shoulder to bust point + ¼” ease.
ST= ½ distance between bust points. (This will be about 1/10 bust).
Mark P1 ¾” below T. Draw P1N1 as shown. This is the fold line of the dart.
Mark Q1 and R1 ¾ “on either side of N1 and connect P1Q1 and P1R1.
These are the stitching lines of the dart. This dart is called the waist line dart.
Side seam dart: This dart may be introduced as follows.
Mark M2 1” below M1 and connect M2C1 and OM2 as shown. On OM2 mark U
about 1½” below the level of T and connect UT.
On UT, mark TU1=1½”.
Mark V and W ½” on either side of U and connect VU1 and WU1 as shown.
Cutting out the pattern: Cut out back pattern along JHKXOMDJ and front pattern along
J1H2K1X2Y1OM2C1J1 and label them with necessary details.
Sleeve Pattern: -
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Instructions for draftingDraw rectangle ABCD with AD on fold.
AD= sleeve length and
AB= armscye depth minus ½” (EO of the bodice pattern- ½”)
BE= ½ AB. Connect AE with a straight slanting line.
Divide AE into 4 equal divisions and mark a, b, c as shown.
Mark cg= ½”, bf= ¼”, ad= 5/8” and ae= ¼” in the directions shown. Connect
AgfeE with a bold line. This is the back sleeve cap seam line.
Connect AgbdE as shown with dotted line. This is the front sleeve cap seam
line.
Mark CF= ½” to 1”.
Connect EF. This is the side seam of the sleeve.
Bust
28” 30” 32” 34” 36” 38”
1/ bust
21/2 21/2 23/4 3
3
31/4
12
Armscye 63/4 7
71/4 71/2 73/4 8
Armscye and 1/12 bust values
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NIGHTY
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Trace basic bodice block.
2. Extend it to desired nightly length.
3. Extend the bottom line by 3 – 5
“towards the side seam for the flareness at
the bottom.
4. Towards the side seam shape at the
bottom as shown in the back figure -2.
5. In the front figure-1 mark the desired
shape and length of the yoke.
6. Draw a slash line on the skirt part and
spread it by 3-5” or as per the fullness required.
7. Attach plain short sleeves.
8. Placket opening can be kept in the front.
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PLAIN SHORT SLEEVE (For instructions follow basic sleeve)
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HOUSE COAT /
BATH ROBE

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Trace basic
bodice block.
2. Extend it to
desired house coat
length.
3. Extend the
bottom line by 3 – 5”
towards the side seam
for the flareness at the
bottom.
4. Towards the
side seam shape at the
bottom as shown in
the back figure -1
5. In the front
figure-2 extend the
centre front line by 34” for overlapping in
the front.
6. Join neck point
from shoulder to the
waistline with a
straight line.
7. House coat can be done with a rolled collar
8. Instructions for shawl collar must be followed from the collar chapter
9. Belts must be attached at the waist line for tying.
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10.Attach plain short or long sleeves.
11.Pockets can be attached in the front.

Plain short or long sleeve (For instructions follow basic sleeve )
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BASIC SKIRT BLOCK
Measurement Required
Skirt length
Waist Round
Hip
Waist to Hip

Drafting a Skirt Block
Draw a rectangle ABCD. AD is on fold AD = BC Skirt length –band width.
AB = DC ¼ hip + ½”.
Mark AG = Waist to hip measurement and draw GF parallel to AB this is the
hip line.
On AB mark AE = ¼ waist + 1 ¼ ” ( 1” for dart and ¼ “ for ease)
Mark AA1 = ½” Connect A1 to E1 (optional)shape the side EF with a curved
line
DARTS
Mark O mid-point of AE and rule a line OP parallel to AG
OP = BF – 1” Mark ½ “on either side of O and connect the dart legs as shown.
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1. A LINE Skirt -- Trace the basic skirt block on a sheet of paper
and extend from hem line for required flarness.
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2. NARROW SKIRT – Trace the basic skirt block on a sheet of paper and
narrow the hem line as required
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3. GORED SKIRT -- Trace the basic skirt block on a sheet of paper draw
a line waist to thigh and slash line cut along the slash line and extend as
shown in diagrams
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4. Full Circular Skirt ---- Trace the basic skirt block on a sheet of paper
draw slash lines and cut along the slash line and spread as shown in diagram
using combination fold
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12.
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LADIES TOP
Blouses worn with pants are usually referred to as tops. When they are worn
with skirts they are simply blouses. Pant tops may be of a length covering the
hips or reaching till only a few inches above the hip line. Blouses are usually
shorter.
Princess seam top—
This pattern is prepared
with the help of basic
bodice block which is
adapted to a princess
seam from the armhole.
The front section of the
top has a princess seam
and the back has darts
with concealed zipper
placket. Set in sleeves
are attached to the
armholes.
Adaptation for back pattern
Take the back bodice block and extend
line D to D1 to the desired top length.
XY is the hip line which means DX and
MY= waist to hip measurement.
XY= 1/4 hip +3/4” ease allowance. Shape
side seam MYD2
.Shape bottom D1 D3 as shown.
Draw the mirror image of the standard
waistline dart creating a fish dart. The
dart point P2 should end 1ʺ above P3
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Adaptation for front pattern
Take the front basic bodice block and
extend line C1to C2 to the desired top
length.
X1Y1 is the hip line which means
C1X1 and M1Y1= waist to hip
measurement.
X1Y1= 1/4 hip +3/4” ease allowance.
Shape side seam M1Y1C3.
Shape bottom C2 C4 as shown.
Draw the mirror image of the standard
waistline dart creating a fish dart. The
dart point P2 should end 1ʺ above P3.

Extend side seam dart to bust point T.
Draw a curve line starting from the
armhole and passing through the bust point
T and the centre of the fish dart down to
the bottom of the blouse.
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Slash the curve line and close the
side seam dart. This transfers the side
seam dart to the armhole creating a
princess seam. Continue slashing the
line till the bottom and discard the
fish dart intake. Trace the side panel
on another paper to get the final
pattern.

NOTE: For sleeve , refer to the basic
sleeve block
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CHURIDAR
A churidar is used with a kameez, kurta etc. It is
somewhat loose from waist to thigh and tight from knee
to bottom. To get a nice fit below the knees, it is always
cut on bias material.

Sample measurements:
Hips = 36”
Knee = 13”
Calf = 12”
Bottom = 10”
Waist to ankle = 40”
Waist to knee = 21”
Waist to calf = 28”
Fabric requirement:
Twice garment length (including churies)
+ 4” = 98” = 2.50 metres of 36” wide
fabric.
Drafting the pattern:
 Draw rectangle ABCD with AB =
𝟏⁄ hips + 2 ½”
𝟑
 BC = length + 5” to 7” for churies.
 Mark BE = AF = 2” (hem
allowance for waist line)and
connect EF
 Mark AA1=2” and AH =1⁄3hips +
1”.
 Connect HA1 and A1F1 as shown.
 Mark BJ = waist to knee
 JK= ½ knee + ½”
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BL = waist to calf
LM = ½ calf + ½”
And CO = ½ bottom circumference.
Connect HK with a straight line and mark its midpoint R.
Measure RS = 1”
Connect HS KMQ as shown.
Mark QQ1 = length of placket opening (about 6”).
Mark a notch at Q1. Cut out the pattern.

Cutting Layout:
In the figure, defd represents 4 layers of
cloth with a double fold along ‘de’ which
should be on true bias. Keep the pattern on
the cloth with the edge marked “fold”
coinciding with the true bias fold ‘ed’.
You may find that the top section of the
churidar pattern (d1hgd1) cannot be
accommodated on the cloth. Cut out the
lower section of the garment (cd1glc) on
cloth with seam allowances. The upper
section of the pattern (d1hgd1) can be cut out
from the material that is left over (fg1glf)
after cutting the lower section. The edge
“gd1” of the upper section of the pattern can
be kept near “fl” of the remaining cloth
(leaving seam allowance) to cut out 4 pieces
of the upper section.

Making the bias bag:
This bag with a width of nearly two third of the seat measure, should be
prepared as follows:1. 1-2-3-4 is the material taken for this
bag. 1-4 or 2-3 is on straight grain
and 1-2 or 3-4 is on crosswise grain.
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2. By folding the material at 5-0 we get
the size 2-3-6-5. Machine at 2-5 and 3-6
after allowing 1cm (½ inch) seam
allowance.
Keep 7 from 5 (in a straight line) equal to
two third of the seat measure, the required width of the bag.
3. Open the folded material, join 7-10-9
with 7-8-9 and we get a bias bag with all
sides closed. After cutting on lines 5-7
and 9-6, the bag can be placed on a
cutting table.

4. Now turn the sides 1-3 and 2-4 in such a way that all the joints will come
above the knee while cutting the garment. A small seam may appear at the
bottom.

*The figure besides shows
the layout on a plain cloth.
This method is followed
when no joint is required, but
in this case too much
material ia wasted as shown
by the horizontal lines.
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SALWAR
A salwar is commonly used with a Punjabi kurta or
kameez. Casing is made at the waist for inserting a cloth
tape (nadi). A canvas or interfacing material is used in the
inturns at bottom, which may be finished with any suitable
design.

Measurements :
Length = 40”
Hips = 36”
Fabric requirement :
Thrice the garment length + 6” = 3.20 metres of 36” wide fabric.
Drafting the pattern:
 Draw rectangle ABCD with AD =
full length
 AB = 1⁄3length + ¼ hips
 Mark BE = CF= ¼ hips – ½”
 Connect EF.
 Mark AG = EH= 1⁄3 hips
 Connect GF with a straight line.
 Label EBCF as “section 1, cut 2” and
BC as “fold line”
 Label AEFGA as “section 2, cut 4”
 Keep two layers of paper and cut out
section 1 and section 2 separately.
 Label the under layer of the paper
also.

Seam allowance: The seam allowance is not included in the pattern. You can
leave 2” for waist hem and ½” for the remaining seams. Lower hem is finished
with a facing.
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Cutting Layout:
In the figure, PS =QR= Salwar length + hem and seam allowances.
Rectangle PQRS consists of two layers of fabric because of crosswise fold SR.
Keep the pattern for section 2 on this area of double layered fabric as shown.
Take the remaining single layered fabric TWQP and make a lengthwise fold
along the centre UV.
Fold it a second time so that the lines marked BC and B1C1come on a double
fold.
Keep the patterns for section 1 on this folded fabric and cut out.

Hints on stitching and finishing the salwar (fig c, c1):
Take section 1 and attach on to its either side sections 2 as shown in fig c.
Finish the lower hem FCF1with a facing. In fig c1, you see the left half of the
garment folded and kept ready to stitch the inside leg seam FG. Now prepare
the right of the garment exactly the same way. After this, keep both the parts
together and join the crotch seam. Finish the waistline with a facing and insert
tape.
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Kurta
A Kurta is an upper garment for men and
women. A kurta worn by females is called
kurti. The kurta is worn with a dhoti, pyjamas,
salwar, or jeans.
Instruction for adaptation

Back
Using back adult’s bodice block
Extend point D to D1 equal to garment length.
DX = waist to hipʺ ease allowance
Shape bottom circumference as shown
Shape side seam MYD4

Front
Using front adult’s bodice block
Close side seam darts if not desired
Extend point C1 to C2 equals to garment
length
C1X1 =waist to hip
X1 Y1=1/4 hip +1/2 ʺease allowance.
Shape side seam M1Y1D3
Shape bottom circumference as shown
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To draft collar:
Neckline edge should be shaped convex
Chinese collar instruction to be followed from the chapter Collars.
Construct Kurta with a pocket and a Kurta placket.
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Kameez with Panels
A long tunic worn with Salwar or Churidar. Some Kameez
styles have side seams (known as the chaak), left open
below the waist-line, giving the wearer greater freedom of
movement. Kameez can be modified as per the fashion.
Instructions for adaptation
Back
Using the back bodice block
Extend line D to D1 equals to garment length
DX = waist to hip
XY = 1/4 hip+3/4 “(ease allowance)
Shape side seam MYD2
Adaptation for Princess seam from shoulder
Mark midpoint of shoulder (or as desired) a1 –a2 and draw the slash line as
shown.
Slash pattern pieces as shown
Using centre panel pattern piece mark 11/2ʺ at the bottom circumference (next to
a2) and shape as shown for fullness and flareness
Using side panel pattern piece mark 11/2ʺ at the bottom circumference (next to
a2) and shape as shown for fullness and flareness.
Side seams can be extended at the bottom circumference if more flareness is
desired. Shape bottom circumference of side panel as shown.
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Front
Using the front bodice block
Close side seam dart
Extend line C1 to C2 equals to garment length
C1 X1= waist to hip
X1Y1=1/4 hip+3/4ʺ (ease allowance)
Shape side seam M1Y1C2
Adaptation for Princess seam from shoulder
Mark midpoint of shoulder (or as desired) a1 – a2 and draw the slash line as
shown.
Slash pattern pieces as shown
Using centre panel pattern piece mark 11/2ʺ at the bottom circumference (next to
a2) and shape as shown for fullness.
Using side panel pattern piece mark 11/2ʺ at the bottom circumference (next to
a2) and shape as shown for fullness .Extend side seam if more flareness is
desired. Shape bottom circumference of side panel as shown.
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SAREE BLOUSE
SAREE BLOUSE FRONT

SAREE BLOUSE BACK

MEASUREMENTS:
Blouse length - 12”
Back neck depth - 8”
Chest - 34”
Front neck depth -6”
Waist - 28”
Shoulder to bust -8”
Back width -12”
Distance between bust point-7”
Sleeve length – 6”
Sleeve round/ lower arm -12”
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INSTRUCTION FOR DRAFTING:
BACK:
Draw rectangle ABCD where side AD is on fold and it is equal to blouse length.
AB = 1/4th chest. Opposites sides are same.
AF=1/2 shoulder
AE= ½ neck
FG= ½” . Join EG with a straight line for the shoulder slope.
GO= AF. X is mid-point of GO. Shape GXI for the back armhole cure.
AH= back neck length. Shape EH for the back neck cure.
DC1 =1/4 waist + 1 or 1 ½” for the dart.
Join IC1 for the side seam.
DQ=3 ½” – 3 ¾” depending on the amount kept for dart.
PQ = 3 ½”-4”.
RQ= QS= ½”- ¾”. Join all the points as shown in the diagram for dart.
FRONT:
Draw rectangle
ABCD where
side AD is equal
to blouse length
+ 1”
AB = 1/4th chest
+ ¾”. Opposites
sides are same.
AF= ½”
shoulder
FG= ½”. Join EG
with a straight
line for the
shoulder slope.
GO= AF. X is
mid-point of GO.
XY = ½” shape
GYI for the
front armhole
cure.
AH= front neck
length. Shape EH
for the front neck
cure.
Draw guide line
going through
point ‘P’ 8” below line AB
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YOKE:
DD1 = 2 ½”- 3” and CC2 = 1 ¾”- 2”. Join D2 – C2 with a straight line.
DK=D1K1= ¼ waist . Shape D1K1 ½” below straight line D1K1
DART MARKINGS:
‘P’ is the bust point. PP2 half the distance between bust point.
PP1 = ½”- ¾”
Mark point P1M 1” -1 ¼” diagonally. Join MP2 with a straight line. Mark ¼”
on either side of P2 and join all the points as shown in the diagram for the centre
front dart.
Mark point P1N 1” -1 ¼” diagonally. . IP3 = 3 ½” .Join NP3 with a straight line.
Mark ½”” on either side of P3 and join all the points as shown in the diagram
for the side seam dart.
NS = 1”- 1 ¼” . I P4 = 1”-1 ¼” . Join SP4 diagonally with a straight line . Mark
¼” on either side of P4 and join all the points as shown in the diagram for the
armhole dart.
DC1 = ¼” waist + 1” – 1 ½” for the dart. Join IC1 with a straight line for the
side seam.
SLEEVE:
Instructions are same as basic sleeve.

PATTERN LAYOUT
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CHECKLIST FOR UNIT 1 (25mks)
Sub unit i: 10 marks
Nighty
A) Drafting (5mks)
B) Marking and Cutting on proper grain line (5 mks)
C) Stitching (5mks)
D) Neatness and overall appearance (5mks)
E) Submission and Completion (5mks)
Roll
no

(A)
5mks

(B)
5mks

(C)
5mks

(D)
5mks

(E)
5mks

Total
25 mks

(E)
5mks

Total
25 mks

Continuous Evaluation Unit -1 ....sub unit i
Roll no
Total
Average (Sub unit-i)
25 mks
(10 mks)
Ex. Average= total*10/25

Sub unit ii: 10 marks
House coat /Bath robe
A) Drafting (5mks)
B) Marking and Cutting on proper grain line (5 mks)
C) Stitching (5mks)
D) Neatness and overall appearance (5mks)
E) Submission and Completion (5mks)
Roll no

(A)
5mks

(B)
5mks

(C)
5mks

(D)
5mks

Continuous Evaluation Unit -1 ....sub unit ii
Roll no
Total
Average (Sub unit-ii)
25 mks
(10 mks)
Ex. Average= total*10/25

Statement of marks of continuous evaluation in practical of
clothing construction (Unit- 1)
Sr.
No

Roll
No

XII CC

Name of the student

Sub unit:i
(10 mks)

Sub unit:ii
(10 mks)

Journal
(5 mks)

Total
(25 mks)
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CHECKLIST FOR UNIT 2 (25mks)
Sub unit i: 10 marks
Skirts: Narrow/A-line /Gore skirt
A) Drafting (5mks)
B) Marking and Cutting on proper grain line (5 mks)
C) Stitching (5mks)
D) Neatness and overall appearance (5mks)
E) Submission and Completion (5mks)
Roll no

(A)
5mks

(B)
5mks

(C)
5mks

(D)
5mks

(E)
5mks

Total
25 mks

(E)
5mks

Total
25 mks

Continuous Evaluation Unit -2 ....sub unit i
Roll no
Total
Average (Sub
25 mks
unit-i)
(10 mks)
Ex. Average= total*10/25

Sub unit ii: 10 marks
Ladies Top
A) Drafting (5mks)
B) Marking and Cutting on proper grain line (5 mks)
C) Stitching (5mks)
D) Neatness and overall appearance (5mks)
E) Submission and Completion (5mks)
Roll no

(A)
5mks

(B)
5mks

(C)
5mks

(D)
5mks

Continuous Evaluation Unit -2 ....sub unit ii
Roll no
Total
Average (Sub
25 mks
unit-ii)
(10 mks)
Ex. Average= total*10/25

Statement of marks of continuous evaluation in practical of
clothing construction (Unit- 2)
Sr.
No
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Roll Name of the
No
student

Sub unit: i
(10 mks)

Sub unit: ii
(10 mks)

Journal
(5 mks)

Total
(25 mks)
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CHECKLIST FOR UNIT 3 (25mks)
Ethnic wear
Sub unit i : 05 marks
Churidar
A) Drafting (5mks)
B)
C)
D)
E)

Marking and Cutting on proper grain line ( 5 mks )
Stitching (5mks)
Neatness and overall appearance (5mks)
Submission and Completion (5mks)

Roll no

(A)
5mks

(B)
5mks

(C)
5mks

(D)
5mks

(E)
5mks

Total
25 mks

(E)
5mks

Total
25 mks

Continuous Evaluation Unit -3 ....sub unit i
Roll no
Total
Average (Sub unit-i)
25 mks
(05 mks)
Ex. Average= total*05/25

Sub unit ii :05 marks
Kurta with Chinese collar
A) Drafting (5mks)
B) Marking and Cutting on proper grain line (5 mks )
C) Stitching (5mks)
D) Neatness and overall appearance (5mks)
E) Submission and Completion (5mks)
Roll no

(A)
5mks

(B)
5mks

(C)
5mks

(D)
5mks

Continuous Evaluation Unit -3 ....sub unit ii
Roll no
Total
Average (Sub unit-ii)
25 mks
(05 mks)
Ex. Average= total*05/25
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Sub unit iii: 05 marks
Salwar
A) Drafting (5mks)
B) Marking and Cutting on proper grain line (5 mks )
C) Stitching (5mks)
D) Neatness and overall appearance (5mks)
E) Submission and Completion (5mks)
Roll no

(A)
5mks

(B)
5mks

(C)
5mks

(D)
5mks

(E)
5mks

Total
25 mks

(E)
5mks

Total
25 mks

Continuous Evaluation Unit -3 ....sub unit iii
Roll no
Total
Average (Sub
25 mks
unit-iii)
(05 mks)
Ex. Average= total*05/25

Sub unit iv: 05 marks
Kameez
A) Drafting (5mks)
B) Marking and Cutting on proper grain line (5 mks )
C) Stitching (5mks)
D) Neatness and overall appearance (5mks)
E) Submission and Completion (5mks)
Roll no

(A)
5mks

(B)
5mks

(C)
5mks

(D)
5mks

Continuous Evaluation Unit -3 ....sub unit iv
Roll no
Total
Average (Sub
25 mks
unit-iv)
(05 mks)
Ex. Average= total*05/25

Statement of marks of continuous evaluation in practical of
clothing construction (Unit- 3)
Sr.
No

Roll
No

XII CC

Name of the
student

Sub
Sub
Sub
Sub
unit:i
unit:ii
unit:iii
unit:iv
(05 mks) (05 mks) (05 mks) (05 mks)

Journal
(05 mks)

Total
(25
mks)
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CHECKLIST FOR UNIT 4 (25mks)
Sub unit i: 20 marks
1) Plain Saree Blouse
A) Drafting (5mks)
B) Marking and Cutting on proper grain line (5 mks)
C) Stitching (5mks)
D) Neatness and overall appearance (5mks)
E) Submission and Completion (5mks)
Roll no
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
5mks
5mks
5mks
5mks

(E)
5mks

Total
25 mks

Continuous Evaluation Unit -4 ....sub unit i
Roll no
Total
25 mks
Ex. Average= total*20/25

Statement of marks of continuous evaluation in practical of
clothing construction (Unit- 4)
Sr. Roll Name of the student
Sub unit:i Journal
Total
No No
(20 mks) (5 mks) (25 mks)

-Units 1 and 2 have to be completed in the 1st term.
- Units 3 and 4 have to be completed in the 2nd term.
- Marks to be given as per the Check list and Performa (continuous
evaluation).
-All the garments have to be done individually by each student during
school hours.
-A record of the stitched garment and practical marks obtained by
each student should be maintained. This record should be presented to
the auditor/ examiner at the time of the audit/ inspection.
- ¼ scale drafting and brown paper layouts should be maintained on a
journal.
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DESIGN OF THE QUESTION PAPER
GOA BOARD OF SECONDARY AND HIGHER SECONDARY EDUCATION,

ALTO BETIM – GOA 403521.
MID TERM QUESTION PAPER.
XII C. G.D.M.
TIME: 01 HOUR

SUB: CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION

MAX. MARKS: 20

The weightage of the distribution of marks over different dimensions
of the question paper shall be as follows:
1. Weightage of learning outcomes:
Sr.No
1
2
3
4
5

Learning outcomes
Knowledge
Understanding
Application
Skill
TOTAL

Marks
6
6
3
5
20

Percentage of marks
30 %
30%
15%
25%
100%

2. Weightage to content / subject units
Sr.
No
1
2
3

XII CC

Units
Paper patterns and information on paper
patterns
Principles of drafting and pattern alterations
Preparation of fabric for cutting
TOTAL

Marks

14
06
20
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3. Weightage to form of questions
Sr. No

1
2
3
4
5

Form of questions

Marks
Number
for each
of
question questions
Long answer type (LA)
5
1
Short answer type (SA - 1)
2
3
Short answer type(SA – 2)
3
2
Very short Answer type(VSA)
1
3
Total

Total
marks
5
6
6
3
20

The expected time for different types of question would be as
follows:
Sr.
Form of
Approx.time Number of Approx.Time
No
Questions
for each
questions for each
Question in (n)
form of
minutes (t)
questions in
mins (n x t)
1.
Long Answer Type
11
01
22
(LA)
2
Short Answer
4.5
03
15
Type(SA -1)
3
Short Answer
7.5
02
15
type (SA – 2)
4
Very Short
1.5
03
08
Answer type(VSA)
5
TOTAL
60
As the total time is calculated on the basis of the number of
questions required to be answered and the length of their
anticipated answers it would therefore be advisable for candidates
to budget their time properly by cutting out the superfluous words
and be within the expected time limits.
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4. Scheme of options:
( There will be no overall choice. However, there is internal choice in
__ sub questions of___marks category and ___ sub question of
___marks category ___ sub question of ___ marks category.)
5. Weightage to difficulty level of questions:
Sr.No
1
2
3

Estimated difficulty level of questions
Easy
Average
Difficult

Percentage
20%
60%
20%

A question may vary in difficulty level from individual to individual.
As such, assessment in respect of each question will be made by the
paper setter on the basis of general anticipation from the group as a
whole taking the examination. This provision is only to make the
paper balanced in its weightage rather than to determine the pattern
of marking at any stage.
6. Number of main questions:
There will be 02 main questions of 10 marks each.

______________________
(Signature of the Convener)
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FORMAT OF QUESTION PAPER
HOME SCIENCE BASED VOCATIONAL COURSE
MID TERM EXAM

Clothing Construction
XII CGDM
20 marks
01 hour
INSTRUCTIONS:
i.
ii.
iii.

All questions are compulsory.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.
Draw neat diagrams wherever necessary.

1A. Very Short Answers (VSA){Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given
below. OR Answer in 1 or 2 words}
(01 mark)
B. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following in 1-2 sentences.}

(01 mark)

C. Short Answer II (SA II) {Answer the following in 3-4sentences.}

(03 marks)

D. Answer ANY ONE of the following

(05 marks)

2A. Very Short Answers (VSA){Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given
below. OR Answer in 1 or 2 words}
(01 mark)
B. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following in 2-3 sentences.}

(02 marks)

C. Short Answer I (SA I) {Give two reasons for the following questions.}

(02 marks)

D. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following in 2-3 sentences}

(02 marks )

E. Short Answer II (SA II) {Answer the following in 6-8 sentences}

(03 marks )

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXX
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Goa Board of Secondary & Higher Secondary Education Alto, Betim – Goa.
BLUE –PRINT
MID TERM TEST
Duration: 1 hour
Subject: Clothing Construction
Maximum Mark: 20
Objectives
Content Area
PAPER PATTERN
AND
INFORMATION ON
PAPER PATTERN
PRINCIPLES OF
DRAFTING AND
PATTERN
ALTERATIONS
PREPARATION OF
FABRIC FOR
CUTTING

Knowledge
VSA
1(1)

SAI

SAII

1(2)

1(1)

Understanding
LA

VSA
1(1)

SAI

SAII

Application
LA

VSA

SAI

SAII
1(3)

Skill
LA

VSA

SAI

SAII

1(2)

1(2)

06

06

03

05

Note: Figures outside the brackets indicate the no. of questions and figures
within the brackets indicate the marks

MODEL QUESTION PAPER
MID TERM
CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION
XII CGDM
20 marks
1 hr
INSTRUCTIONS
(i)
All questions are compulsory.
(ii)
Answer each question on a fresh page.
(iii) Write the number of questions and sub-questions clearly and correctly.
(iv)
Figures to the right indicate marks.
(v)
Draw diagrams wherever necessary.
(vi)
The question paper consists of 2 questions.
1. A. Answer the following in one:
(i) A full size draft cut on paper on the basis of given measurement and design is
called paper pattern
B. Answer the following in one to two sentences:
(i) Why are margins used in paper patterns?
C. Answer the following:
(i) Write a short note on the following –
a. Dart intake
b. Trucing
c. Dart
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10

04

1(3)

06

Total
LA
1(5)

1

1

3

20
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D. Answer the following:
(i) Draw the five basic pattern set.

5

2 A. Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given below:
1
(i) True Bias makes an angle with the length wise and crosswise grain of _________
a. 45*
b. 90*
c. 80*
d. 30*
B .Answer the following in two – three sentences:
2
(i) State any two Principles of pattern drafting.
C. Answer the following in two—three sentences:
(i) Explain Computer Grading

2

D. Answer the following in two – three sentences:
(i) Mention any two methods of identifying pattern alterations.

2

E. Answer the following in five – six sentences:
(i) Explain any Three Methods of straightening fabric grain

3
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DESIGN OF THE QUESTION PAPER
GOA BOARD OF SECONDARY AND HIGHER SECONDARY EDUCATION,

ALTO BETIM – GOA 403521.
FIRST TERM QUESTION PAPER.
XII C. G.D.M.
TIME: 02 HOURS

SUB: CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION

MAX. MARKS: 40

The weightage of the distribution of marks over different dimensions
of the question paper shall be as follows:
1.Weightage of learning outcomes:
Sr.No
1
2
3
4
5

Learning outcomes
Knowledge
Understanding
Application
Skill
TOTAL

Marks
12
12
06
10
40

Percentage of marks
30 %
30%
20%
20%
100%

2. Weightage to content / subject units
Sr.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
XII CC

Units

Marks

Paper patterns and information on paper patterns
Principles of drafting and pattern alterations

14

Preparation of fabric for cutting
Laying the pattern on fabric, cutting, marking and stay
stitching
Garment fitting and assembling
Creating styles through dart manipulation

Yokes
TOTAL

14
12
40
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3. Weightage to form of questions
Sr. No

1
2
3
4
5

Form of questions

Marks
Number
for each
of
question questions
Long answer type (LA)
5
2
Short answer type (SA - 1)
2
6
Short answer type(SA – 2)
3
4
Very short Answer type(VSA)
1
6
Total

Total
marks
10
12
12
06
40

The expected time for different types of question would be as
follows:
Sr.
Form of
Approx.time Number of Approx.Time
No
Questions
for each
questions for each
Question in (n)
form of
minutes (t)
questions in
mins (n x t)
1.
Long Answer Type
15
02
30
(LA)
2
Short Answer
06
06
36
Type(SA -1)
3
Short Answer
09
04
36
type (SA – 2)
4
Very Short
03
06
18
Answer type(VSA)
5
TOTAL
120
As the total time is calculated on the basis of the number of
questions required to be answered and the length of their
anticipated answers it would therefore be advisable for candidates
to budget their time properly by cutting out the superfluous words
and be within the expected time limits.
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4. Scheme of options:
( There will be no overall choice. However, there is internal choice in
D sub questions of 05 marks category and ___ sub question of
___marks category ___ sub question of ___ marks category.)
5. Weightage to difficulty level of questions:
Sr.No
1
2
3

Estimated difficulty level of questions
Easy
Average
Difficult

Percentage
20%
60%
20%

A question may vary in difficulty level from individual to individual.
As such, assessment in respect of each question will be made by the
paper setter on the basis of general anticipation from the group as a
whole taking the examination. This provision is only to make the
paper balanced in its weightage rather than to determine the pattern
of marking at any stage.
6. Number of main questions:
There will be 04 main questions of 10 marks each.

______________________
(Signature of the Convener)
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FORMAT OF QUESTION PAPER
HOME SCIENCE BASED VOCATIONAL COURSE
FIRST TERM EXAM

Clothing Construction
XII CGDM
40 marks
02 hours
INSTRUCTIONS
(i)
All questions are compulsory.
(ii)
Answer each question on a fresh page.
(iii) Write the number of questions and sub-questions clearly and correctly.
(iv)
Figures to the right indicate marks.
(v)
Draw diagrams wherever necessary.
(vi)
The question paper consists of 4 questions.
1A. Very Short Answers (VSA) {Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given
below. OR Answer in 1 or 2 words}
(01 mark)
B. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following in 1-2 sentences.}
(01 mark)
C. Short Answer II (SA II) {Answer the following in 6-8 sentences.}
(03 marks)
D. Answer ANY ONE of the following
(05 marks)
2A. Very Short Answers (VSA){Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given
below. OR Answer in 1 or 2 words}
(01 mark)
B. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following in 2-3 sentences.}
(02 marks)
C. Short Answer I (SA I) {Give two reasons for the following questions.}
(02 marks)
D. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following with diagrams only}
(02 marks)
E. Short Answer II (SA II) {Answer the following in 6-8 sentences}
(03 marks)
3A. Very Short Answers (VSA) {Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given
below. OR Answer in 1 or 2 words}
(01 mark)
B. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following in 1-2 sentences.}
(01 mark)
C. Short Answer II (SA II) {Answer the following in 6-8 sentences.}
(03 marks)
D. Answer ANY ONE of the following
(05 marks)
4A. Very Short Answers (VSA){Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given
below. OR Answer in 1 or 2 words}
(01 mark)
B. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following in 2-3 sentences.}
(02 marks)
C. Short Answer I (SA I) {Give two reasons for the following questions.}
(02 marks)
D. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following with diagrams only}
(02 marks)
E. Short Answer II (SA II) {Answer the following in 6-8 sentences}
(03 marks)
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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Goa Board of Secondary & Higher Secondary Education Alto, Betim – Goa.
BLUE –PRINT
FIRST TERM EXAM
Duration: 2 hour
Subject: Clothing Construction
Maximum Mark: 40
Objectives
Content Area
PAPER PATTERN
AND
INFORMATION ON
PAPER PATTERN
PRINCIPLES OF
DRAFTING AND
PATTERN
ALTERATIONS
PREPARATION OF
FABRIC FOR
CUTTING
LAYING THE
PATTERN ON
FABRIC
GARMENT
FITTING
CREATING
STYLES
YOKES

Knowledge
SAII

Understanding

VSA
1(1)

SAI
1(2)

1(1)

1(2)

1(2)

1(2)

1(2)

1(1)

1(1)

LA

VSA

SAI

SAII
1(3)

Application
LA

VSA

SAI

SAII
1(3)

VSA

SAI

SAII

14

1(3)

1(5)

1(1)

12
1(5)
1(3)

12

12

06

10

Note: Figures outside the brackets indicate the no. of questions and figures
within the brackets indicate the marks

MODEL QUESTION PAPER
FIRST TERM EXAM
SUBJECT: CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION
XII CGDM
40 marks
2 hrs
INSTRUCTIONS
(i)
All questions are compulsory.
(ii)
Answer each question on a fresh page.
(iii) Write the number of questions and sub-questions clearly and correctly.
(iv)
Figures to the right indicate marks.
(v)
Draw diagrams wherever necessary.
(vi)
The question paper consists of 4 questions.
1. A. Answer the following in one or two words only:
(i) Small holes punched into mark all important points of ready cut pattern
B .Answer the following in two – three sentences:
(i) Mention any two advantages of paper pattern

XII CC

Total
LA

14

1(1)

1(2)

Skill
LA

1

2

40
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C. Answer the following in two—three sentences:
2
(i) How will you identify pattern alteration needed by holding the pattern in position
on the figure?
D. Answer the following in two – three sentences:
(i) What do you understand by pattern shifting in grading?

2

E. Answer the following in five – six sentences:
(i) Write a note on fold line and seam allowance line.

3

2. A. Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given below:
(i) Fabric is not folded at all in ____________
a) Open layout.
b) Combination layout.
c) Cross wise layout.
d) Length wise center fold layout.

1

B. Answer the following in two—three sentences:
(i) Explain the terms “Cross wise center fold”

1

C. Answer the following
(i) Write a note on Ease Stitching and Stay Stitching.

3

D. Answer the following:
(i) With the help of diagrams show the following lay out.
a. Cross wise center fold
b. Combination fold
c. Lengthwise center fold
d. Off center crosswise fold
e. Double fold

5

3 A. Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given below :
(i) Thread direction in woven fabric is called __________.
a) Ease
b) Line
c) Grain
d) Set

1

B. Answer the following in one – two sentences:
(i) Explain the cause for the following problem
a) Sleeve pulls and wrinkles across upper arm

1

C. Answer the following:
(i) Distinguish between round yoke and V yoke

3

D. Answer the following:
(i) With the help of the given basic block show the following adaptationsa. Princess seam from shoulder
b. Adding fullness at neck line

5
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4. A. Answer the following in one word:
(i) The design that calls for right and left side to be cut separately.
.
B. Answer the following in two – three sentences
(i) What is Selvedge?

1

2

C. Answer the following in two – three sentences:
(i) List any two steps in preparing a blouse for fitting

2

D. Answer the following in two – three sentences:
(i) Explain stretching method in straightening fabric grain

2

E. Answer the following in five – six sentences:
(i) Distinguish between original pattern and final pattern.

3
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DESIGN OF THE QUESTION PAPER
GOA BOARD OF SECONDARY AND HIGHER SECONDARY EDUCATION,

ALTO BETIM – GOA 403521.
SECOND TERM QUESTION PAPER.
XII C. G.D.M.
TIME: 02 HOURS

SUB: CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION

MAX. MARKS: 50

The weightage of the distribution of marks over different dimensions
of the question paper shall be as follows:
1. Weightage of learning outcomes:
Sr.No
1
2
3
4
5

Learning outcomes
Knowledge
Understanding
Application
Skill
TOTAL

Marks
08
14
8
20
50

Percentage of marks
16 %
28%
16%
40%
100%

2. Weightage to content / subject units
Sr. No

Units

Marks

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Paper patterns and information on paper patterns
Principles of drafting and pattern alterations
Preparation of fabric for cutting
Laying the pattern on fabric, cutting, marking and stay stitching
Garment fitting and assembling
Creating styles through dart manipulation
Yokes

06
04
05
05
02
05
03

8

Sleeves

05

9

Skirts

03

10

Underlying fabrics

02

11

Collars

05

12

Fabric selection and precautions to be taken while working with
different materials
Process of Commercial garment production
TOTAL

03

13
14
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3. Weightage to Form of Questions
Sr. No

1
2
3
4
5

Form of questions

Marks
Number
for each
of
question questions
Long answer type (LA)
5
3
Short answer type (SA - 1)
2
6
Short answer type (SA – 2)
3
5
Very short Answer type(VSA)
1
8
Total

Total
marks
15
12
15
08
50

The expected time for different types of question would be as
follows:
Sr.
Form of
Approx.time Number of Approx.Time
No
Questions
for each
questions for each
Question in (n)
form of
minutes (t)
questions in
mins (n x t)
1.
Long Answer Type
11
03
33
(LA)
2
Short Answer
4.5
06
27
Type(SA -1)
3
Short Answer
7.5
05
37.5
type (SA – 2)
4
Very Short
01
08
12
Answer type(VSA)
5
TOTAL
120
As the total time is calculated on the basis of the number of
questions required to be answered and the length of their
anticipated answers it would therefore be advisable for candidates
to budget their time properly by cutting out the superfluous words
and be within the expected time limits.
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4. Scheme of options:
( There will be no overall choice. However, there is internal choice in
D sub questions of 05 marks category and ___ sub question of
___marks category ___ sub question of ___ marks category.)
5. Weightage to difficulty level of questions:
Sr.No
1
2
3

Estimated difficulty level of questions
Easy
Average
Difficult

Percentage
20%
60%
20%

A question may vary in difficulty level from individual to individual.
As such, assessment in respect of each question will be made by the
paper setter on the basis of general anticipation from the group as a
whole taking the examination. This provision is only to make the
paper balanced in its weightage rather than to determine the pattern
of marking at any stage.
6. Number of main questions:
There will be 05 main questions of 10 marks each.
______________________
(Signature of the Convener
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FORMAT OF QUESTION PAPER
HOME SCIENCE BASED VOCATIONAL COURSE
FINAL EXAM

Clothing Construction
XII CGDM
50 marks
02 hours
INSTRUCTIONS
(i)
All questions are compulsory.
(ii)
Answer each question on a fresh page.
(iii) Write the number of questions and sub-questions clearly and correctly.
(iv)
Figures to the right indicate marks.
(v)
Draw diagrams wherever necessary.
(vi)
The question paper consists of 5 questions.
1A. Very Short Answers (VSA){Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given below. OR
Answer in 1 or 2 words}
(01 mark)
B. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following in 2-3 sentences.}
(02 marks)
C. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following in 2-3 sentences.}
(02 marks)
D. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following with diagrams only}
(02 marks )
E. Short Answer II (SA II) {Answer the following in 6-8 sentences}
(03 marks)
2A. Very Short Answers (VSA){Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given below. OR
Answer in 1 or 2 words}
(01 mark)
B. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following in 2-3 sentences.}
(02 marks)
C. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following in 2-3 sentences }
(02 marks)
D. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following with diagrams only}
(02 marks )
E. Short Answer II (SA II) {Answer the following in 6-8 sentences}
(03 marks)
3A. Very Short Answers (VSA) {Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given below. OR
Answer in 1 or 2 words}
(01 mark)
B. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following in 1-2 sentences.}
(01 mark)
C. Short Answer II (SA II) {Answer the following in 6-8 sentences.}
(03 marks)
D. Answer ANY ONE of the following
(05 marks)
4A. Very Short Answers (VSA) {Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given below. OR
Answer in 1 or 2 words}
(01 mark)
B. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following in 1-2 sentences.}
(01 mark)
C. Short Answer II (SA II) {Answer the following in 6-8 sentences.}
(03 marks)
D. Answer ANY ONE of the following
(05 marks)
5A. Very Short Answers (VSA) {Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given below. OR
Answer in 1 or 2 words}
(01 mark)
B. Short Answer I (SA I) {Answer the following in 1-2 sentences.}
(01 mark)
C. Short Answer II (SA II) {Answer the following in 6-8 sentences.}
(03 marks)
D. Answer ANY ONE of the following
(05 marks)
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MODEL QUESTION PAPER
FINAL EXAM
CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION
XII CGDM
50 marks
2 hrs
INSTRUCTIONS
(i)
All questions are compulsory.
(ii)
Answer each question on a fresh page.
(iii) Write the number of questions and sub-questions clearly and correctly.
(iv)
Figures to the right indicate marks.
(v)
Draw diagrams wherever necessary.
(vi)
The question paper consists of 5 questions.
1. A. Answer the following in one :
(i) Triangular marking shown along the seam line edge of the pattern.

1

B .Answer the following in two – three sentences :
(i) Why is it important to follow grain line.

2

C. Answer the following in two—three sentences:
(i) Explain any two methods for pattern grading ?

2

D. Answer the following in two – three sentences:
(i) Mention any two methods of identifying pattern alterations.

2

E. Answer the following in six – eight sentences :
(i) Write a note on cutting line and seam line.

3

2. A. Answer the following in one word:
(i) The finished edge of the fabric that runs in lengthwise direction.

1

B. Answer the following in two—three sentences:
(i) Explain the terms “With the grain “and Against the grain”.

2

C. Answer the following in two –three sentences:
(i) Write a note on Immersion method.

2

D. Answer the following:
2
(i) With the help of diagrams show the length wise fold and off center length wise fold.
E. Answer the following:
(i) Explain the points to be kept in mind if cloth is insufficient (any three points)
3

A. Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given below :
(i) Difference between the actual body measurement and garment measurement is
known as __________.
a) Ease
b) Line
c) Grain
d) Set
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B. Answer the following in one – two sentences:
(i) Explain the term Set.

1

C. Answer the following:
(i) With the help of the given basic block show the construction of Round yoke
and Triangular yoke.

3

D. Answer the following:
(i) With the help of the given basic block show the following adaptationsa. Princess seam from Armhole
b. Shifting of side seam dart to shoulder area

5

4. A. Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given below:
(i) Interfacing which are ironed on lining is _____________.
a . Buckram
b. Organdie
c. Fusible
d. Nylon net

1

B. Answer the following in one to two sentences:
(i) Why is interlining used?

1

C. Answer the following:
(i) Explain the following –
a. Tulip skirt
b. Wrap skirt
c. Circular skirt

3

D. Answer the following:
(i) With the help of the given basic sleeve block show the following adaptations
a. Puff sleeve gathered at top only
b. Bishop sleeve

5

5. A. Answer the following in one word:
(i) A manufacturing process in which manufacturing starts only after a
is received.
.
B. Answer the following in 1-2 sentences:
(i) Define Make to stock.

1
customer’s order

1

C. Answer the following in 6 to 8 sentences:
(i) Write a short note on selecting fabrics to suit the occasions.

3

D. Answer the following:
(i) With the help of the given basic block show the construction of the following:
a. Square collar
b. One piece peter pan collar

5
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50 marks
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1. A. Answer the following in one :
(i) Wrinkles

1

B .Answer the following in two – three sentences :
(i) It is important to follow the grain line because many times it is used to
give a special hang to a shirt or other part of a garment. The entire style
or hang of the garment can be spoiled if the grain line is ignored.

2

C. Answer the following in two—three sentences:
(i) Two methods of pattern grading are
(i)
Cut and spread: This is the easiest method which acts as the
basis of the other two methods. To perform this method, you
must cut the pattern and spread the pieces by a certain amount
to grade up, or overlap the pieces to grade down. The only
tools you will need for this method are a pencil, tape, ruler
and scissors

2

(ii)

Pattern shifting involves increasing the overall dimensions
of a pattern by moving it around at a constant distance.
After you move it, you redraw the outline in order to produce
the same results as cut – and – spread.

D. Answer the following in two – three sentences:
2
1. By holding the pattern in position on your figure and checking its fit:
This is a method which is found to be very useful in clothing practical classes. It will not
enable you to assess the accuracy of the pattern with precision. However any major changes
required can be easily detected by this method
2. Checking the front bodice pattern:
Wear your foundation undergarments and let another person hold the front bodice pattern in
position on your figure. The centre front edge of the pattern should be kept exactly on the
centre front of your figure. Now stand before a full length mirror and check the following
points and mark any changes needed on the pattern with a colour pencil
E. Answer the following in six - eight sentences:
3
Cutting line:It is not necessary to cut the margin before you place the pattern pieces on the fabric. When
you place your pattern pieces on the fabric, fold in the margin so that you can mark and cut
easily on the cutting lines. Paper patterns can be also placed by cutting out the margin .
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Seam allowance line/seam line:The broken line inside the cutting line which is printed all around the pattern is the seam line.
This is the seam allowance line on which the joining of two pieces or a seam has to be
worked. There is a 5/8ʺ seam on most patterns unless a design detail calls for a wider or
narrower seam, in which case the pattern will be marked.
2. A. Answer the following in one word:
(i) Selvedge

1

B. Answer the following in two—three sentences:
2
(i) Against the grain stroke a bias-cut edge of a fabric with your thumb and forefinger you
will find that if the stroking is in one direction the yarns tend to come apart causing the edge
to fray, while if you stroke in the opposite direction the yarns close up compactly with the
rest of the fabric. The latter direction is said to be with the grain, and the former against the
grain
C. Answer the following in two –three sentences:
2
Immersion method: This is the most effective method for straightening washable fabrics.
Fold the fabric lengthwise, tack the selvedges together, immerse in the water until it is
completely wet, and then squeeze out excess water. Hang up the fabric till it is half dry. Now
place it in the corner of the table and carry out the straightening process to make it grain
perfect.
D. Answer the following:

2

1 Length wise center fold

2. Off center length wise fold

E. Answer the following:

3

( Any 3 points)

1) If possible, reduce seam allowances, hem allowances or length and width of
some of the pattern pieces. Often you can do this without changing the fit
of the garment by reducing fullness (gathers, pleats etc.).
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2) You may decide to cut some pieces on bias or crosswise grain. Some prints
may look attractive if the yoke or sleeves are cut on bias or crosswise grain.
3) Pattern pieces which have to be cut on fold can be cut near the selvedges
and then joined up with some trimming applied near the seam (e.g. Box
pleat with a harmonising material, faggoting, lace etc.) to make it look like
an original pattern. You may even find that you end up with an interesting
new design.
4) Use some other material similar in colour and texture to cut parts that are
not visible from outside.
5) You may decide to modify the design of the garment . For example if you
were planning to have a puff sleeve, use a plain sleeve or omit the sleeve.
6) Certain sections which ought to be cut in one piece may be cut out in more
than one piece and then stitched together if material is otherwise not
sufficient. This technique is called Piecing. Piecing should be done
inconspicuously with design and grain matched.
3 A. Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given below :
( i) Ease
B. Answer the following in one – two sentences:

1

1

Set: refers to the way in which the fabric fits to the contours of the figure: the
fabric should be perfectly smooth and free of creases in all areas .A garment is
said to have a good smooth set, if it has no undesirable wrinkles
C. Answer the following:

Round yoke
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Triangular Yoke

D. Answer the following:
Armhole Princess

Shifting of side seam dart to shoulder area
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4. A. Select and rewrite the correct alternative from those given below: 1
(i) Fusible
B . Answer the following in one to two sentences:
1
(i)
Interlining is a special type of underlying fabric whose main purpose is
to insulate a garment, to keep the wearer warm

C. Answer the following:
3
a. Tulip skirt
Overlapping pieces of fabric like the petals of a tulip form this style of skirt.
Length is usually to the knee or longer, but not below mid-calf. Again, this style
creates a slimming effect and can be considered for wear by all body types.
b. Wrap skirt
This type of skirt is primarily just a rectangular piece of fabric, which you wrap
around your waist. Wraps are suitable for both thinner and curvier women
because the fabric is looser. After you wrap the skirt, the style may even reflect
a straight or A-line skirt.
c. Circular skirt
The reason that this style is named thus is because the hemline creates a perfect
circle. If you’re thinner, go for shorter length and curvier women may want to
consider a longer length because of the volume. Longer variations of this style
are suitable for formal as well as special occasions.
D. Answer the following:

a. Puff sleeve gathered at top only
b. Bishop sleeve
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5. A. Answer the following in one word:
(i) Make to order

1

B. Answer the following in 1-2 sentences:
1
(i)The traditional production strategy used by fashion companies to match
production with consumer demand forecasts is called make- to -stock
C. Answer the following in 5 to 6 sentences:
3
SELECTION OF FABRIC TO SUIT THE OCCASION
The basic rule for dress is that darker colours and shiny fabrics are for evening
and night-wear. Lighter colours and dull textures are appropriate for day-wear.
Knitted fabrics are ideal for sports and casual-wear.
Garments that are to be worn for long periods of time should be made from
fabric that is comfortable. Garments that are to be worn for a shorter period of
time may be of fabric that is in fashion.
D. Answer the following:
Square Collar

One piece Peter Pan collar
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